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Executive Summ

Purpose

	

Since the 1960s, mvny federal stztutes have been enacted mandating
state gad local actio , is that impose additional costs on those levels of
government . Similarly, many states have enacted mandates that impose
costs on their local governments. Responding to concerns about these
mandate burdens, fed(ral and state governments have sought to
increase legislators' awareness of such costs and, in some cases, to
defray all or some of thu costs.

Background

Results in Brief

At the request of Senator Dave Durenberger, formet ly Chairman of the
Subcommittee or Intergov arnmental Relations, Sena, Committee an
Governmental Affairs, GAO analyzed some techniques used by federal
and state governments to attdress mandate burdens. The objective was
to determine what could be, earned from state experiences that might ;e
useful at the federal level.

The primary federal and state "response to concerns abo;tt mandate bur-
den has been to require estima ;es of the cost impact of proposed legisla-
tion on subordinate levels of government . At the federal level, the State
and Local Government Cost Est imate Actof 1981 requires the Congres-
s,onal Budget Office (ceo) to estimate such costs for proposed federal
legislation . The principal purpose of these estimates is to increase con-
gressional awareness of the cost: state and local governments would
incur if proposed legislation wer( adopted. Similar processes exist in 42
states . (See p. 9.)

Another approach, used by 14 sta ',es to reduce the local burden of man-
dat.es, is to require reimbursement of local governments for additional
costs imposed. At the federal level,,Senator Du~anberger and Congress-
man Doug Barnard, Jr ., each have introduced legislation that would
require federal payment for costs incurred by state and local govern-
ments in complying with new feder;p mandates . (See p. 10.)

GAO examined ct3O's activity in estirn'ating state and local costs linked to
federal legislation . Also, GAO rev iewi ~~d mandate-related cost;estimating
and/or reimbursement processes of ; states and queried al, 50 states in
this regard .

Requirements tnat state and/or loco ; costs be estimated or that local
costs be reimbursed have had only f ; limited impact on the burden of
mandates . When coupled with strong legislative concern about
restraining costs to subordinate levi ~ls of government, these processes
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Executive Summary

GAO's Analysis

Cost Estimating :
Informative, but Impact
Limited

appeared to have some success in deterring, modifying, or providing
funding for mandates. But in the absence of strong legislative concern,
they appeared to have little impact .

At the state level, cost estimation seems to have a greater impact when
the estimates are prepared early in the legislative process or for impor-
tant amendments to proposed legislation. Adopting these changes could
enhance the impact of the federal process.

Two key factors that seemed to make mandate reimbursement work at
the state level were public initiation of the requirement through a refer-
eridum of a constitutional amendment and the existence of a healthy- fis-
cal climate. In the absence of one or both of these factors, the
workability of a federal reimbursement policy at this time is
questionable .

Cost estimates have increased federal and state legislators' awareness of
the burden that legislation contair ins mandates imposes on lower levels
of government . However, they have not altered the course of such legis-
lation except when there was also strong legislative concern about
imposing costs through mandates .

At the federal level, ciio produces reliable estimates that enhance legill-
lators' understanding of state and local costs, congressional committee
staff said . Cost estimates had no apparent effect, however, on legislative
deliberations on five of eight bills GAO reviewed . Committee staff identi-
fied certain factors that limit the impact of the cBo estimates. First, pro-
grammatic. and policy issues are usually of greater conceim to legislators
than are state and local costs . Second, the ceoestimates are not pre-
pared until after the full committee has made !ts key decisions and pre-
pared its report. . (See pp . 17-18.)

Certain techniques used by states could be employed at the federal level
to focus greater attention on the impact of federal legislation on state
and local costs, These would include preparing ;
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Reimbursement by States
Has Varied Effects

Matters for
Congressional
Consideration

ExecuUve Summary

estimates for key bills prior to the full committee report so there is
greater opportunity for costs to be considered before key legislative
decisions are made (see n . 20);
estimates of the cost impact of major amendments to bills that mandate
st :.ce and local actions, so that important changes to proposed legislation
are not overlooked (seep . 21);
estimates for legislation currently exempt from the process, such as tax
and/or appropriations bills, which may contain mandates (see p . 21) ;
and
a biennial report of the total costs imposed by federal mandates to
increase legislators' awareness of the total impact such mandates have
on state and local governments (see pp . 22-23) .

The impact of introducing these features into the federal process is
uncertain . While they would increase legislators' awareness of mandate
costs, they might have little impact on the total state and local mandate
burden . Other forces, including policy and programmatic issues, play a
major role in influencing legislation .

Fourteen states require state reimbursement of local governments for
the cost of state mandates . In four of the seven states visited by GAO,
mandate reimbursement requirements deterred legislators from passing
some unfunded mandates or prompted them to modify mandates to
reduce local costs . Only one of these states had appropriated significant
funding to defray local costs . In three states, reimbursement require-
ments had lithe impact on deterring or modifying the mandates con-
tained in proposed legislation or generating funding for state mandates .
(See,, . 32-40 .)

A major lesson learned from, here seven states is that, when a reim-
bursement process did result in deterring, modifying, or fundirg man-
dates, it was coupled with strong legislative concern about imposing
costs on subordinate levels of government .

GAo encourages congressional committees to ask cRo to prepare state and
local cost estimates for proposed legislation that leas potentially signifi-
cant effects on state and loyal costs and is scheduled for markup or has
resulted from floor amendments . Consuitation with state and local inter-
est groups could help identify potentially significant mandate legisla-
tion . (S(e p . 25.)
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Agency Comments

Recommendation

Executive Summery

GAo reconuvends that the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental
Relations prepare a biennidl report of the total estimated costs of new
mandates contained in legislation passed by the Congress during its 2-
year term . (see p. 25.)

CBO, the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, and
seven major state and local interest groups commented on adraft of this
report . (See apps . XI-XIII.) Their comments substantially supported our
conch:.4ions and recommendation .

One principal area of concern among those commenting was the prepar-
ation of cost estimates for tax and appropriation bills. The Advisory
Commission and the interest groups supported the preparation of cost
estimates for such legislation . cBo, however, was less enthusiastic and
commented that legislative mandates affecting state and local govern-
ments are rarely contained ir. appropriation bills . Further, cBO stated
that it usually has little time to review appropriation bill language
tafore bills are reported . With regard to tax bills, CBO stated that esti-
mating the potential effc cts on state and local governments would be an
enormous undertaking. Also, it commented that tax-writing committees
mark up bills in concept only and specific legislative language is not
drafted until bills are reported from committee .

After analyzing the comments, GAo agrees that requiring estimates for
tax and appropriation bills on a routine basis may not be practical--
particularly, if other approaches can serve to highlight the state and
local cost impacts in this type of legislation . Therefore, GAo believes
that, where tax and appropriation legislative provisions that may have
potentially significant impacts on state and local governments are iden-
tified, cost estimates should be prepared on a request basis, similar to
the suggestion GAo has made for other legislation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Over the past two decades, federal and state governments have enacted
numerous laws and regulations imposing requirements and related costs
on Subordinate levels of government. Such provisions are referred to as
mandates . The federal government uses mandates to help assure
residents of every state a minimum level. of benefits or protection in
areas ranging from public assistance to occupational safety and health .

Mandates Are a Major
Concern to State and
Local Governments

During the 1960s and 1970s, federal regulation of state and local gov-
ernments expanded dramatically and became increasingly burdensome
qnd costly to them, according to the U.S . Advisory Commission on Inter-
governmental Relations (ArYR). , Over that period, federal statutes calling
for new state and local expenditures and other administrative actions
were enacted. The mandates covered such fields as civil rights, enviroil-
mental protection, education, water quality, and fair labor standards.
Because many of these mandates lacked federal funding to facilitate
state and local compliance, significant state and local cutlays were
required to implement them . That costs imposed on local governments
by federal requirements can be substantial was affirmed by a 1980
Urban Institute study, of six major federal mandates . The report was
cited by ACIR as one of the pioneering studies on this issue.

Federal mandates continue to be a matter of concern. In April 1986, XiR
highlighted continued mandating activity by the federal government in
I ~stimony before the Senate Subcommittee on Intergovernmental Rela
tions. Examples cited included : a minimum drinking age, state adminis-
tration of federal trucking standards, and expanded public welfare costs
for states . Further concerrG were prompted by the 1986 Supreme Court
decision in Gareia v. San AntonioTransit Authority, which extended
federal fair labor standards to state and local governments This deci-
sion was viewed es a withdrawal by the Court from prior efforts to
define the federal/state boundary of authority .,, Finaliy, federal pro-
grams that help state and local governments finance mandated costs
were reduced---most notably, general revenue sharing was eliminated in
1986 .

1 Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, Re

	

lato

	

Federalism Policy, Process,
Impact, and Reform (Washington, D.C . Feb, 1984).

Thomas Mueller and Michael Fix, "'the Impact of Selected Federal Actions on Municipal Outlays,"
S~ec~~ial Study on Economic Change, Vol, 6- Government Regulation (Washington D.C . : U .S . Congress
dilntFknnomlc Committee,

	

) .

'Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, Reflections on Garcia and Its Implications fur
Federalism (Washington, D . C. : Feb . 1988).
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Federal and State
Actions Address
Mandate Concerns

Chapter I
Introduction

These developments led several national organizations representing
state and local governments to identify federal mandates as a major con-
cern . The National Association of Counties and the National League of
Cities specifically established this area as one of their priority legisla-
tive initiatives for the 100th Congress .

Similarly, state-enacted mandate legislation has imposed costs on local
governments . In recent years, state mandates costly to local govern-
ments have increased dramatically according to a 1985 ACIR studyq that
cited as examples solid waste disposal standards and special education.
In response to a questionnairewe developed for this review, 82 percent
of the interest groups representing local governments said the level of
mandate activity in their states had increased in the past 5 years. Fur-
ther, nearly half of the groups responding termed the level of state-
imposed mandates significant .

MrWr-
Both federal and state governments have sought to address the cost bur-
dens created by mandates, principally by estimatinr 4-he costs of pro-
posed legislation to subordinate levels of government . A second major
step taken by several states has been to require that local governments
receive funding for such costs.

Cost Estimates

	

The -oncept of preparing cost estimates (also called fiscal notes)
originated with one state in the late 1950s and spread to others over the
next two decades. Now, 42 states (see app. I) prepare such estimates for
proposed state legislation affecting local. government`.

At the federal level, the Congressional Budget Office (CI;o) is required by
the State and Local Govurnment Cost Estimate Act of 1981 (Public Law
97-108) to prepare estimates of costs that would be incurred by state
and local governments in complying with proposed federal legislation.
The Act amended a law that already required cao to estimate the federal
costE of proposed legislation . Too often, according to the Senate Commit-
tee on Governmental Affairs' report on this amendment, well-
intentioned legislation designed to affect national policy passes on to
state and local governments costs that neverwere contemplated .

'Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, The Question of State Government Capability
(Washmgton,DC_Ian 1986).
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Mandate Reimbursement

chapter t
::oduction

The preparation of such cost estimates (required when bills are reported
out of committee) was to serve as a caution light to the Congress before
it enacted new and possibly costly legislation . Initially, the Act waa
authorized through September 30, 1987 ; in 1987, the Congress
reauthorized it on a permanent basis . During the 2-year period of the
99th Congress, cBoreported that it had prepared state and local cost
estimates on over 1,100 bills reported out of committee. Of these, it :den-
tified 91, or less than 10 percent, as having potential state and local
costs.

Fourteen states have established mandate reimbursement requirements,
beginning with California in 1973 (see table 3.1) . Essentially, such
requirements provide for payment of costs a government imposes on
other levels of government through mandates .

On the federal level, legislation was introduced in 1987 in both the Sen-
ate (S . 686) and House (H.R. 1087) that would require the federal gov-
ernment to pay the costs to state and local governments of compliance
with new federal mandates . In the absence of reimbursement, these bills
provide that a mandate cannot be enforced without a two-thirds vote of
the Congress .

Objectives, Scope, and

	

On September 11, 1986, SenatorDave Durenberger, then Chairman of ,

Methodology

	

the Subcommittee on Intergovernmental Relations, Senate Committee on
$y

	

Governmental Affairs, asked us to analyze techniques used by federal
and state governments to address mandates imposed on lower levels of
government . Specifically, we were to assess (1) approaches used by cBo
for developing cost estimates and(2) processes used by the stares for
both estimating and reimbursing costs of state mandates imposed on
local governments .

As clarified in discussion; wi~h the Senator's office, the primary objecu
tives of our review were .

At the federal level, to determine the reasonableness of CBO's approach
for preparing cost estimates, and
At the state levci, to determine what could be learned from state ,?xpe-
riences that (1) could improve the usefulness of the federal cost estima-
tion process and (2) might indicate how well a federal mandate
reimbursement program would work .
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Chapter 1
Introtluctlon

We reviewed CRO's cost-estimating procedures for preparing state and
local cost estimates. In addition, we examined eight of the bills with the
most significant state and local costs for which cBo prepared estimates
duri.ig the 99th Congress (see app. II) . We met with

cpo analysts to discuss the approach and metltodolog- / used for prepar-
ing these, estimates,
congressional staff on c,)mmittees having jurisdiction over the eight bills
to gain their views on the usefulness of the estimates and their impact
on legislation, and
officials of several mtgoh public interest groups representing state arid
local governments to learn their views on the impact of cBo's activity .

In July 1987, we testified before the Senate Committee on Governmental
Affairs, on reauthorizing the Sttie and Local Government Cost Estimate
Act, which was to have expired on September30, 1987 . Our testimony
provided information concerning ego's activities in preparing state and
Iota: cost estimates .

Also, we visited eight states (California, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida,
Illinois, Massachusetts, Michigan, and Tennessee` to review the;r cost-
estimating and reimbursement activities . We selected these states
through a literature search of prior studies and a telephone survey of
the SO states . Seven of the states were chosen primarily to include those
with differing types of mandate reimbursement processes . One state
included had considered but did not adopt a rc,.imbursement require-
ment . Seven states had a cost-estimating process as well .

I1; each state, we met with (1) executive and legislative branch officials
responsible for or knowledgeable about the state's cost-estimating and
reintbt .-sement activities and (2) interest groups representing the coun-
ties, cities, and school districts . We obtained information on the back-
ground, scope, and processes for each state's activities . This was done
primarily through discussions with various .,fate officials and review of
pertinent legislation, operating policies, and reports on program activi-
ties . Also, we gathered opinions oil the impact of cost estimating and
mandate rei-auursement through discussions with state officials and
public interest group representatives, Where possible, we talked with

'Reaut ttorization of tile State , and 1AWta ('ix,t P:stlmau Act, Statement of .1 William Gadsby, Associate
t) rector, uman esourcvs

	

v s on, 6-,f( e , u commlttvv on Government Efficiency, Federalism
tutd the District of Colttmbla, Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs (GAO/'I'-IIRU-87-2U,
duly ;10, 1987)
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Ci'apter !
Introdartion

legislators and local government officials about their perceptions as to
the impact of these activities .

We supplemented our audit work in the eight states with questionnaires
to all 60 states. Little information existed on the current statlis of state
activities in cost estimation and reir `mrsement . Through the question-
naires, we were able to profile nationwide the scope and impact of these
processes . We developed three questionnaires that we sent to

state officials responsible for or knowledgeable about their state's cost
estimation and reimbursement activities (84 percent responded) ;
the legislative leaders in each house of the state legislature (71 percent
responded) ; and
interest groups representing -ounties, cities, and school districts (91 per-
cent responded) .

A detailed description of our questionnaire methodology is included as
appendi). III .

We did our work between September 1986 and July 1987 in accordance
with generally accepted government auditing standards .
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Chapter 2

Federal and State Cost Estimation Processes

~raraaaaa

CBO and States Face
Constraints in Cost
Estimating

Time Limits, Range of
Subjects Hamper Work

To make legislators more aware of mandate costs, federal and state gov-
-rnments have established processes for estimating the cost impact of
proposed legislation on lower levels of government Certain constraints,
such as legislative deadlines, limited availability of information, and
competing priorities, affect the processes used by cBo and the states .
Given these constraints, CBO's approach is reasonable .

Cost estimates have increased federal and state legislators' awareness of
the costs that legislation containing mandates would impose on lower
levels of government . But generally the estimates '. .tve not altered the
course of legislation, except where legislators were also strongly con-
cerned about the costs that mandates can impose on subordinate levels
of government .

Certain features of state processes, if adopted at the federal level, could
focus more attention on the impact of federal legislation on state and
local costs. Preparing cost estimates (1) before bills are reported out of
committee, (2) for significant amendments, and (3) for appropriation
and tax bills %ould be useful . Also, a biennial report identifying the cost
of all federal mandates enacted during each Congress would focus
greater attention on the total mandate burden on state and local
governments .

Since 1982, along with estimating the impact of proposed legislation on
the federal budget, ct3o has also prepared estimates on the state and
local costs of bills reported out of full committee . As with the states,
tight legislative deadlines, the wide range of legislative subjects, and
data limitations cause mo to use a flexible, bill-specific method of cost
estimation . In view of the constraints, Ci3o's approach seems reasonable
and probably cannot be significantly improved .

Limited time is the first constraint facing federal and state estimating
units . Typically, cl3o has 3-5 days to prepare an estimate when bills are
reported out of committee for inclusion in committee reports used in
floor consideration . The majority of state cost-estimating units faced
similar time limits ; over one-half typically have b days or less to prepare
local cost estimates .

Also, the many program areas cove,ed by proposed legislation preclude
use of standardized cost estimation approaches . On the federal level,
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Data Sources Inadequate

Chapter 2
Federal and State Cost Fstllnation Processes

bills subject to cost estimates cover such matters as edt,catiott, the envi-
ronment, and labor standards (see app. II) . State cost e,,timation prac-
tices showed similar patterns . Accordingly, cl;t; and the states must
tailor estimation strategies to each issue, using bill-specific data collec-
tion and assumptions.

A third constraint is the lack of meaningful data sources on which to
draw for state and local estimates . Cost estimation ". . . is clearly a diffi-
cult task especially when there is no historical information on which to
base the cost estimates . . . ," the Illinois Cities and Villages Municipal
Problems Commission pointed ou: in a study. Usinga network of state
and local personnel knowledgeable about mandate areas, the Commis-
sion said, was the most reasonable approach to determining thq likely
cost of mandates contained in legislation .

At the federal level, csodoes not maintain any single listing of state and
local officials it routinely contacts . Rather, contacts will vary with the
issue. Typically, CsO collects data through telephone contacts with sev-
eral sources, including committee staff having jurisdiction over the bill,
the responsible federal agency, and selected state and local governments
and public interest groups . Federal agencies are good contacts, cBO ana-
lysts commented, because of their program databases and knowledge.
ciio also values contacts with state and local governments, which can
provide cost data a well as comments on cao's views of the cost
impacts.

For example, for Oe estimate on the Safe Drinking Water Act Amend-
ments of 1985, Ctio Gnaly,,ts told us they contacted .. (1 ; staffs of 3 com-
mittees to obtain data sources; (2) Environmental Protection Agency
and Office of Technology Assessment officials, because of their experi-
ence with safe drinking water standards; (3) 2 interest groups represent-
ing local water control agencies ; and (4) 12 local public water treatment
plants that would be affected, for cost data and overall comments on

estimation approach .

The states face similar data constraints, Nearly half of the respondents
to our questionnaire said that they did not maintain databases on local
cost impacts and, like CHO, relied heavily on telephone data surveys.
State agencies were the primary data sources used by state cost-
estimating units, as figure 2.1 ',bows .
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Competing Tasks Occupy
Officials

Chapter 2
Federal and State Coat Estimation Processes

Percent of state estimating units

Note "Frequently` was defined as sources of cost information that state estimating units use most or
all of the hme See app IV for complete data

When estimating units contacted local governments, it was most fre-
quently on a case-by-case basis, although about one-third of the units
reported using a network of local contacts (s~e fig . 2.2). For example,
one unit in California routinely contacted ageographically dispersed
mix of counties, school districts, and cities .

Fi , ally, competing priorities hamper both federal and state units in pre-
paring estimates . At cBo, estimating the federal budgetary costs of pro-
posed legislation receives higher priority than estimating state and local
costs. Typically, bills will not be considered on the floor without acBo
estimate of the federal co,' impact, but state and local estimates are not
required . For example, during consideration of the Safe Drinking Water
Act Amendment of 1986 the federal cost estimate was included in com-
mittee reports, but the state and local estimate was not available until
after the bil! passed . The ciio cost-estimating staff also have other
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taiapter 2
Federal and State Coo C Pstimatl on Procysses

Figure 2.2 : Frequently Used Methods for
Obtaining Local Government Data

80

	

Percent of state estimating units

~F44C`4
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\ b4e~

	

cp,~4o

Note 'Frequently used methods' w is de fined to be metnods that state estimating units use to
contact local governments for data to a great ur very great ey "gnt See app, V for complete data .

duties, such as preparing Outlay estimates of appropriations bills, assist-
ing in the preparation of budget resolutions, and analyzing the adminis-
tration's budget .

Similarly, state legislators use estimates of state costs more than the
local estimates, state estimating officials told us . Other duties, such as
preparing the state budget, also compete for the time of some state esti-
mating staff. For exa.aple, a Florida official said that, besides preparing
local cost estimates, analysts prepare state cost estimates, help with the
state budget, and monitor agency compliance with the budget .
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Cost Estimates Are
Useful but Do Not
Reduce Mandates

k 1al-lor 2
Federr.1 and State Cost Estimation Processes

Oost estimates provide important information to legislators, and the
benefits of the process outweigh its costs, according to both federal and
state officials . Nevertheless, the estimates had little effect in deterring,
modifying, or funding mandates unless there was also strong legislative
concern about the impact of imposing mandates on subordinate levels of
government .

Federal-Level Outcomes

	

cBo produces reliable and objective estimates that enhance or confirm
legislative knowledge about the state and local cost impact of federal
legislation, according to congressional committee staff we interviewed.
Although they value these estimates, they recognize that state and local
cost estimates usually do not influence changes in legislation to either
reduce mandate burden or provide mandate funding.

More specifically for five of the eight legislative proposals we reviewed,
cost estimates had no effect on reducing the mandate burden . Committee
staff cited three reasons for this :

1 . Programmatic and policy issues usually are of greater concern to leg-
islators than are state and local costs. For example, the primary reason
the Safe Drinking Water Act Amendments (which Imposed additional
standards on local water systems) passed was the need for clean drink-
ing water. This overshadowed state and local cost considerations, esti-
mated by Cf30 to include capital costs of $3.6 billion and another $200-
$300 million annually .

2. Federal policy debates focus primarily on federal not state and local
costs, often leading to mandates requiring state and local cost-sharing .
For example, two legislative proposals, the Housing Act of 1986 and the
Water Resources Act of 1986, called for federal, state, and local govern-
ments to share the costs of emergency shelters for the homeless and
water projects, respectively . Cost-sharing recognized the state and local
character of these problems and the limited federal funds.

3. Some cBo cost estimates are too late, as they are prepared after bills
are reported from committees . For example, CBO's state and local cost
estimate for the Ocean Dumping Amendments Act of 1986 was not
available in time to be included in the committee report ; thus it played
no role in the consideration of the bill .
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Outcomes at the State
Level

Chapter 2
Federal and State Cost Estimation Processes

On the other hand, in three of the eight cases we reviewed, eso's state
and local estimates did influence the Congress to reduce or fund man-
dates. For example, there was strong congressional commitment to
amend the Fair Labor Standards Act. The purpose was to lessen the
state and local cost impact of the Supreme Court's Garcia decision .
which applied federal overtime and minimum wage provisions to state
and local governments. cBo was asked to do a special cost impact analy-
sis, state and local interest groups and public employee unions having
presented conflicting data as to the burden of the proposed amendment.

cBo's estimate of $0.541 .5 billion in costs to lower levels of government
promoted support for the wage amendment, committee staff said, and
validated interest group claims that the court's decision would have
imposed asignificant cost burden . The amendment would reduce the
cost impact to state and local governments by authorizing them to use
compensatory time off rather than paid overtime to reward employees
working overtime, cso's cost estimate was influential, according to com-
mittee staff, because of cBo's credible and bipartisan reputation and
because the estimate was prepared before the committee approved and
reported out the legislation . This was earlier than required under the
cost estimate statute.

At the state level, the impact of cost estimation processes is similar to
that at the federal level, primarily increasing legislative awareness of
local costs. Estimates had more effect in that respect than in deterring,
modifying, or funding state mandates, all three groups responding to our
questionnaire reported (see fig . 2.3) .

Interest in policy issues and in the potential benefits of proposed legisla-
tion was by far the most important consideration for state legislators,
officials in several states said . Notwithstanding, we observed that esti-
mates of local costs helped reduce legislative mandates affecting local
governments when coupled with strong legislative concern about local
costs. State officials in Florida, Tennessee, California, andConnecticut
cited instances where high local cost estimates, in concert with legisla-
tive concern for state mandates, defeated legislation containing man-
dates. For example, in Connecticut it was estimated that passage of the
Gifted and Talented Students Bill requiring local and regional school dis-
tricts to provide special programs would cost local governments $40 mil-
lion . This confirmed to the legislature the bill's high local cost impact
and directly contributed to its defeat.
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Figure 2.3: Highest Cited Outcomes of
Cost Estimation

80

	

percent of outcome

~c6'3$tii
`~o Aft

Q~o
a~'aF

D

State off cias

loglalatIve leaders

Interest groups

Note"Highest cited outcomes" was defined as outcomes of local cost estimates occuring to a great
or very great extent.See app . VI for complete data .

Certain Features of

	

Certain features of state cost estimation processes that seem to facilitate
use of the estimates merit consideration at the federal level . Noteworthy

State Cost Estimation

	

are preparing estimates (1) earlier in the legisla} ive process before bills
Could Improve the

	

clear cognizant committees, (2) for important amendments to proposed

Federal Process

	

bills, and (3) for all types of bills, including proposed tax and appropria-
tion legislation, for which estimates have not previously ")een prepared
at the federal level . In addition, periodically estimating the total cost of
mandates imposed by federal legislation on state and local governments
could be useful .
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Preparing Estimates

	

The timing of cost estimation in the legislative process can affect how
Earlier

	

legislators will use it . At the state level, estimates may be prepared at
any of various stages, usually when bills are introduced, after they clear
either the subcommittee or full committee, or when they are considered
by fiscal committees . Of the state cost-estimating units responding to
our questionnaire, 73 percent said they prepared estimates befo -e the
full committee cleared, bills; that is, at some point in time earlier than
that which normally triggers cBo's preparation of estimates . Cost esti-
mates done early were used to a greater extent than when prepared
later, our questionnaire analysis showed. Further, in four states we vis-
ited where estimates were considered to be ti tiely and influential, offi-
cials said they were reaching legislators before decisions on bills were
made.

By the time ,.,Bo reviews bills---when they are reported out of full com-
mittee-most policy decisions on proposed legislation have been made.
For example, one reason mo's cost estimate did not affect the Rehabili-
tation Act Amendments of 1986, House committee staff said, was that
key policy decisions were made before the full committee reported out
the bill . In contrast, when CBo was asked to prepare cost estimates
before committee deliberation on a bill, earlier cso involvement coupled
with the committee's interest promoted greater use of the estimates and
influenced the final outcome of the legislation .

State and local government interest groups also said that CBo's state and
local estimates were prepared too late in the process to be effective .
Doing them earlier might increase their effectiveness, we were told .

But preparing cost estimates at an earlier stage, cBo officials said, would
increase cao's workload . There would be more bills, and those bills
would more likely be amended, potentially requiring additional cost esti-
mation work We were unable, however, to determine how many addi-
tional bills would have to be reviewed .

Given workload implications, it might be appropriate to have cBo pre-
pare early estimates on only proposed legislation that congress'.')nal
committees or members, in consultation with state and local interest
groups, identified as containing mandates imposing substantial addi-
tional costs on state and local governments.
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Preparing Estimates for
Amendments

Preparing Estimates for
All Types of Bills

Chapter 2
Federal and State Cost Estimation Processes

Preparing cost estimates for federal legislative amendments containing
substantial mandated state and local costs would help assure that
important changes are not overlooked . Unlike the states, CHO prepares
estimates for amendments, not routinely, but only when requested by a
committee or member of Congress .

At the state level, preparing estimates for amendments is common of
state cost-estimating units responding to our questionnaire, 38 percent
reported that cost estimates were prepared for amendments most of the
time ; only 13 percent said it vras seldom done . States that usually pre-
pared cost estimates for amendments reported relatively high use of
cost estimates, further questionnaire analysis showed. Similarly, states
that seldom prepared estimates for amendments reported lower use of
cost estimates .

Updating estimates for all amendments could increase CBO's workload
and might not always be feasible, given the short time often allowed for
considering there. But congressional committees or members, in consul-
tation with state and local interest groups, could identify amendments
containing mandates that would impose substantial additional costs on
state and local government .

At the federal level, tax legislation and appropriation bills are excluded
from coverage under ti, e state and local cost estimate process. Such
exclusions ignore substantial costs passed on to state and local govern-
ments, state and local interest groups told us . For example, the Tax
Reform Act of 1986 contained federal reporting requirements and
restrictions on the use of tax exempt bonds to finance public facilities,,
which National League of Cities officials said resulted in significant
additional costs to local governments.

On the state level, few estimating units exclude specific categories of
bills from their process. For example, only 9 of 44 state estimating units
responding said that they exclude tax and/or appropriation bills from
their processes . Preparation at the federal level of cost estimates for tax
and appropriation bills affecting state and local governments would pro-
vide information on a broader rant., of mandates. This would give legis-
lators a more complete picture of the potential mandate burden imposed.
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Reporting Aggregate State
and Local Costs

Chapter 2
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Preparing a biennial report of federal legislation enacted during each
Congress that imposed costs on subordinate levels of government would
highlight the overall state and local cost impact of such legislation . Cur-
rently, the reporting of cost impacts on subordinate levels of govern-
ment differs between the federal and state levels .

At the federal level, no periodic report aggregating state and local costs
of all federal legislation is prepared . Such a report would be useful, we
were told b3 officials from the National Governors' Association and the
Conference of Mayors . It is important, they said, to be aware of the total
package of existing mandates when considering iicw legislation contain-
ing mandates . For instance, legislation with the most significant state
and local costs passed by the 99th Congress would cost state and local
governments over $2 billion annually, according to cBo's estimates pre-
pared at the time the bills were reported out of committee .

In some states . suQh a report is prepared to provide informationon local
mandates . Of state estimating units responding to our questionnaire, 13
reported that they aggregate local estimates in either an internal report
or through a published annual report, e.g . :

Illinois, Connecticut, and Tennessee . Estimating units maintain an inter-
nal report that aggregates their local cost estimates and is available for
use by legislators or other interested parties,
California. One of the state's two cost-estimating units publishes an
annual report that lists enacted statutes with local cost implications.
Florida. The state-level Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental
Relations publishes ar. annual report that describes all bills passed hav-
ing a local cost impact.

An annual report provides an overall picture of the aggregate cost
impact of state legislation on local governments and is useful to legisla-
tors deliberating new state mandate proposals, officials from California
and Florida said .

Preparation of a biennial report for each new Congress would help focus
greater attention on total state and local cost burdens already mandated
by existing federal legislation . Currently, cBo tracks on a computerized
system all the estimates it prepares : this could serve as an initial data-
base for preparing such a report . Follow-up based on enacted legislation
would be needed, however, to update the estimates and identify any sig-
nificant changes in state and local costs.
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Increasing Interest Group
Involvement

Chapter 2
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In addition to CBo, the national-level ACIR would be an appropriate
agency to take the lead in preparing such a i ,port. Aeix monitors the
fek.-ral system and recommends improvements to cooperation among
levels of governments and more effective functioning of the federal sys-
tem. As a permanent national bipartisan body representing the execu-
tive and legislative branches of federal, state, and local government and
the public, Acix has the requisite intergovernmental sensitivity to place
cno's database in a broader perspective .

Involvement of state and local interest groups , in the federal legislative
process can influence congressional use of cost estimates . State and local
governments and interest groups became highly involved with the three
bills (see pp. 17-18) where cBo's estimates had an impact on the course
of the legislation because of the projected costs. In these cases, such
involvement caused legislators to focus greater attention on the cost
estimates prepared for each bill and influenced the legislative outcomes,
committee staff said . State and local interest groups need to make them-
selves more visible on mandate issues, other committee staff told us .
They suggested that, if the interest groups would track legislation and
make themselves heard, committees would become more responsive .

At the state level, the degree of involvement by local interest groups
also affects the legislators' use of cost estimates . For states in which
cost estimates were used and influenced the outcomes of legislation con-
taining mandates, state officials noted that interest groups played a
meaningful role . Additionally, our questionnaire results showed that
cost estimates were used to

	

greater extent in states where local inter-
est groups were reported by state officials to be more involved.

The federal government could work with interest groups on legislation
containing mandates. Interest groups could be more involved at the out-
set in working with congressional committees or members to select par-
ticular mandate bills for more extensive and earlier cost estimation .
Congressional committees or members then could ask CBo to prepare
estimates for these bills prior to full committee markup as well as for
floor amendments .

'Principally, the National Governors' Association, the National Conference of state l.egis;atures, the
National Association of Counties, the National league of Cities, and the U.S . Conference of Mayors .
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Chaptrr 2
Federal andStagCost Estimation Procevses

Cost estimation accomplishes the hdsic objective of giving legislators
additional or confirming information about cost impacts. But it is diffi-
cult to assess the effect of cost estimates on eliminating or modifying the
mandate burden of propo;ad legislation . While legislators may be better
informed as a result of cost estimates, the knowledge of such costs
seems to have influenced legislators 11o eliminate or modify mandates
only when coupled with strong legislative concern about mandating
costs on state and local governments.

For preparing state and local cost estimates, CBO uses a reasonable
approach and methodology that is similar to the process established by
many states. At both levels, the processes are greatly affected by such
constraints as the time available to prepare cost estimates and the need
for data relating specifically to each bill being considered . In addition,
there is a high level of uncertainty in preparing estimates of future coots
when the specifics of an activit-Y are not yet known.

Some features of state processes, if adopt-d at the federal level, could
focus more attention on state and local cost issues at key points in the
legislative process . Cost estimates could be prepared on proposed legis-
lation containing significant mandates (1) before the full committee
report stage, (2) for floor amendments, and (3) when included in tax and
appropriation bills . Doingso could increase federal legislators' aware-
ness of mandate costs.

cBo's current cost estimate process could be used without change to pre-
pare individual estimates earlier in the process at committee request and
to prepare estimates on floor amendments . To avoid overloading OBO,
early estimates could by requested only on bills 'shat state and local
interest groups identified as containing significant mandate costs, per-
haps as they are scheduled for stibcomm:ttee or full committee markup.
Earlier cost information could help committee members become more
fully informed about potential state and local cost impacts before they
complete deliberations on proposed legislation . Similarly, committee
leaders or members of Congress could ask CBO for estimates on amend-
ments to reported legislation t hat were proposed during floor debates.

Including appropriation and tax bills in the state and iota! cost estima-
tion process would enhance the information available on such cost
impacts during congressional deliberations. A F}atutory change would be
needed to require that state and local ccat estimates be prepared rou-
tinely for appropriation and tax mills, as is now done for other bills
reported out of committee. A change would not be needed, however, to
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Chapter 2
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provide for such estimates only on a request basis, similar to what we
are suggesting for other legisk-on

State and local interest groups may need to make a concerted effort to
generate interest in request rig earlier estimates. By developing aprior-
ity listing of the proposed iegislative mandates they are most concerned
about, these groups could help (1) guide committees or members in
determining which bills need earlier estimates and (2) assure that cflo's
effort is directed toward the most significant proposed mandate
legislation .

Finally, it would be useful for Aclx to prepare a biennial report identify-
ing the total cost of new mandate legislation passed by each Congress,
possibly using (;Bo's estimates as an initial database . Such areport could
help increase congressional awareness of the overall cost impact of pro-
posed legislation on state arid local governments.

We encourage the committees and members of Congress to askcBo to
prepare state and local cost estimates for selected proposed legislation
scheduled for subcommittee or full Lomn,ittee markup . Consultation
with state and local government interest groups could help legislators
identify significant ma-date legislation warranting these entimates.
Committees and members should also consider requesting estimates for
floor amendments with potentially significant effects on state and local
costs. Finally, we encourage committees and members to similarly
request estimates on appropriation and tax bills that are identified as
potentially affecting state and local costs.

We recommend that Acix prepare abiennial report on the total estimated
state and local costs of new mandates contained in legisla'.;t.n passed by
e .., h Congress .
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Congressional Budget
Office

Chapter 2
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cBogenerally agreed with the report's description of federal and state
cost estimation processes and our coi iclusions about the impact of state
and local cost estimates .

csoexpressed concern with the suggestion made in ourreport that
appropriation and tax bills be included in the state and local cost estima-
tion process. ctio noted that, although it is not required to prepare such
estimates, they could now be provided under existing authority at any
time a request was made by a committee . o3o said it believed that appro-
priations committees would be concerned about adding aspecial report-
ing requirement for appropriation bills . In addition, c$o stated it
generally had little time available to review those bills . It also noted that
mandates affecting state and local governments are rarely contained in
appropriation bills.

We spoke with staff of the Senate and House Appropriations committees
regarding the issues raised by Cxo. The staff confirmed that requiring
c»o to prepare estimates routinely for all appropriation bills would not
be feasible . These bills are often subject to numerous floor amendments
that must be acted on in a short. time frame. However, they did not
object to having cost estimates prepared on a request basis, should an
appropriation bill contain provisions that could potentially impact on
state and local costs.

With regard to tax bills, ct;o noted that preparing estimates of state and
local costs before committee markup may not be feasible considering the
manner in which tax legislation is developed . It further noted that any
such estimates should be prepared by the JointTax Committee, given its
current role in the legislative process.

We spoke with a staff official of the Joint Tax Committee who agreed
with the points raised by cBo concerning the feasibility of preparing
state and local estimates . He stated that tax legislation usually is consid-
ered in concept only, that specific language often is not drafted until a
bill has been approved by Senate and House committees responsible for
tax legislation . Further, when such legislation is submitted for floor con-
sideration, it is not subject to amendment. Rather, it is simply passed or
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defeated . Thus, cost estimates at that time could not be used as a basis
for seeking changes in a tax bill through floot amendment. He acknowl-
edged that the Joint Tax Committee now receives requests for revenue
estimates on bills and that if requested could at least look into potential
implications of tax bills on state and local government. He cautioned,
however, that such impacts are often indirect in nature andmay be dif-
ficult to identify when legislation is being considered .

Our goal is to further the basic intent of the State and Local Government
Cost Estimate Act, which is that state and hccal cost estimates serve a°. a
caution light to the Congress before it enacts legislation that may pass
on significant costs to .;tats and local governmer.,,s . Accomplishing that
goal fully would include consideration of tax and appropriation bills .
While requiring estimates to be prepared on all such bills routinely may
not be feasible, in our opinion, they should be considered on a request
oasis. Authority to proceed this way currently exists . cBo can be
requested to prepare estimates at any time by congressional committees
or members. With respect to tax bills, as ctio noted, it may be more
appropriate to direct such requests to the Joint Tax Committee.

CBO's complete comments are contained in appendix XI .

Overall, ACIH wad, complimettiary f) ., our,report . Am agreed with our rec-
ommendation calling for theCommis0an to prepare a biennial report on
the total estimated coats to state and local governments . It noted, how-
ever, that additional budgetary resources would be needed for it to
undertake such responsibility . It said the amount required would
depend on how the reporting task was to be performed.

We have not identified a specific format or approach to be taken to 0-e_
pare such a report, We believe this decision should be made by organiza-
tions with a direct interest in intergovernmental concerns . Forexample,
Am may wish to consult with the major associations representing state
and local governments that have also commented on our report. With
regard to the two options put forth by ACIR (see app. XII), we would
concur with its observations . At a minimum, the report should identify
total costs resulting from legislative actions taken by each Congress . The
report could be used as a basis for further analysis of the impacts tnat'
tax and appropriation legislation is having on stL~te and local govern-
ment . As discussed in our analysis of ego's comments, requiring esti-
mates to be prepared on a routine basis for tax and appropriation bills
may not be feasible. The report we are recommending could provide a
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basis for periodic analysis of the impacts that previously enacted tax
and appropriation legislation are having on state and local government.
Such information would be beneficial to the Congress in assessing the
desirability of seeking estimates of state and local impacts as such legis-
lation is considered .

We have not attempted to estimate the resources that would be needed
for this reporting effort . First, as discussed above, this would depend on
the nature of the approach taken. Second, we believe this reporting
effort would have to be considered in context with other AcIR activities
in determining the level of additional resources required . We are sending
this report to thocie committees having jurisdiction over ACIR's budget for
their con.iideraticn in reviewing future budget requests of AciR .

With respect to preparing estimates earlier, ACIR noted that many man-
dates are subject to periodic reauthorization or other recurring congres-
sional oversight . Thus, the need for cost estimates could be anticipated
in advance of legislative actions. We agree th.i~, to the extent such condi-
tions exist, they would provide a reasonable basis for requesting earlier
estimates . ACIR's observation is consistent with our suggestion for earlier
preparation of estimates. We have not specified a particular point in the
legislative process for preparing these estimates . Although we have sug-
gested requesting estimates at the time of subcommittee or committee
markup, the timing of any requests for estimates should be based on the
circumstances in each case . ACIR's observations should be considered by
state and local interest groups when they consult with congressional
committees to seek early estimates, as we have suggested .

ACIR commented that Executive Order 12612, issued in October 1987,
should improve the timeliness and quality of cost estimates for execu-
tive branch legislative proposals having a federal mandate. This order
requires that regulatory and legisative proposals be accompanied by an
evaluation of "the extent to which the policy imposes additional costs or
burdens on ',,:ie States, including the likely source of funding for the
States and the ability of the States to fulfill the purposes of the policy ."
In our opinion, the additional availability of the evaluations called for
by this order should enhance cw's capability .

Aclit's complete comments are contained in appendix XII.
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We also obtained comments from the seven major state and local interest
groups, which provided us with one letter representing their collective
comments (see app. XIII). The interest groups essentially agreed with
our observations and suggestions.

With regard to our recom:-;.ndation for a biennial report on the costs of
°ederal legislation to state and local governments, the interest groups
suggested that olio prepare such a report annuall,", . We recommended a
biennial report to correspond to the 2-year time frame encompassing
each Congress so that the report could cover a complete period of legis-
lative activity . We directed our recommendation to ACIR as an organiza-
tion with a legislative charter to conduct studies of intergovernmental
issues and one that broadly represents the various components of the
intergovernmental community (federal, state, and local governments) .
The study we are recommending can not only serve as an aggregation of
costs, but also provide a periodic assessment of the overall impacts of
federal legislation on state and local government . In our view, ACIR

would be better suited to fulfilling that broader role than would cso.
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State Experiences With Mandate
Reimbursement: Legislative Priority Is Key
to Results

r
State Mandate
Reimbursement
Intended to Relieve
Financial Burdens on
Local Governments

Nationwide, 1
"
states have established requirements for reimbursing

local governments for the cost, of state mandaef, . In four of the seven
states we visited requiring mandate reimbursement, those requirements
deterred passage of mandates, prompted modification of proposed man-
dates to reduce local costs, or-to a more limited extent-induced fund-
ing of mandates . In three states, however, reimbursement requirements
had little impact in deterring, modifying, or funding mandates .

The critical factor prompting certain states to either restrain mandates
or fund then was the legislators' concern about imposing costs on
subordinate levels of government . Two other factors were important for
the reimbursement process to work at the state level : a healthy fiscal
climate and a reimbursement requirement established through either a
voter-initiated statute, such as a local tax limitation law, or a constitu-
tional amendment. Absent these, the prospects for areimbursement pro.
ceps at the federal level are not bright .

The 14 states that have general mandate reimbursement requirements
cover most types of legislation and/or regulations that impose additional
costs on local governments (see table 3.1).'

In addition to these 14 suites, other states provide revenue sources for some specific types of man-
dates, such as increased expenditure~ for wakes and employee fringe benefits . in this chapter, we
discuss r esults only from states that have adolOd or considered general mandate reimbursement
rogtilrenients.
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Reimbursement : Legislative Priority is Key
to Results

New Hampshire

	

1984
New Mexico

	

1984
Rhode Island

	

1979

	

X
Tennessee'
Washington

IncluJed in GAO's fieldwork

197_8
1980

'The requirement which initially was statutory, became constitutional . effective in 1980, as we discuss
on p 36

Of the eight states we visited, seven had a mandate reimbursement
requirement (for details of the seven state programs, see app. VII) . Five
of the seven states said they implemented mandate reimbursement to
ease the fiscal burden imposed by state mandates on local governments;
three did so as part of voter-initiated measures to limit local taxes.

States requiring mandate reimbursement also authorize passage of
unfunded mandates in specified circumstances . In six of the seven
states, certain types of mandates are not covered by the reimbursement
requirements . Forexample, five states need not provide funding for
mandates that are beyond the control of the legislature, such as man-
dates imposed by the federal government or thr. courts . Two states do
not cover mandates that apply to both the public and private sectors,
such as worker compensation laws, (App. VIII shows the types of man-
dates the states in our review do not cover.) Also, two of the seven
states formally allow their state legislatures to vote to exempt a man-
date from the reimbursement requirement.
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California° 1973

Year _ Leas[ basis
State -_

______
effective - Constitutional Statutory

1980 X
Colorado 1981

- _

Florida ,,_ 1978
_X

Hawaii 1879
Illmoisa 1981 X
Massachusetts 1981 X
Michigan' 1979 X
Missouri 1980 X
Montana 1974X



Reimbursement
Requirements Have
Reduced Mandates but
Results Vary Among
States

Figure 3 .1 : Highest Cited Outcomes of
Cost Estimation in Reducing Unfunded
Mandates

Chapter 3
State Experiences With Mandate
Reimbursement: Legislative Priority Is Key
to Results

Overall, state reimbursement requirements have had some impact in
deterring, modifying, or providing funding for local mandates. Reim-
bursement more often produced these results to a "great extent" than
did cost estimation, according to respondents to our nationwide survey
of state officials, legislators, and interest groups (see figs . 3.1 and, 3.2) .
But even with reimbursement, generally fewer than half of those
responding cited these outcomes as occurring to a great extent in their
states .

80

	

Percent of reepondents

70

so

50

40

30

20

10

Category of respondent

Deterred costly bills

Modified legislation

Provided funding

AM

Note :"Highest cited outcomes" was defined as outcomes occuring to a great or very great extent.seeapp. VI for complete data .
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Figure 3.2 : Highest Cited Outcomes of
Reimbursement Requirements in
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percent of respondentsReducing Unfunded Mandates
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Alb

	

.Y

Category of respondent

Deterred costly bills

Modified legislation

Provided funding

Note :`Highest cited outcomes" was defined as outcomes occuring to a great or very great extent .See
app. VI for complete data .

Also, the results from re'

	

Arsement requirements varied among the
states . In four of the -

	

-fates we visited, officials believed reim
bursement reduced "

	

Aed mandates, primarily by deterring their
passage or influencing legislatures to make local government compliance
optional . In three states, however, the reimbursement provision had lit-
tle effect on legislative deliberations of state mandates . Only in Califor-
nia wet substantial funding provided for mandates, as shown in table
:3 .2 .
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Table 3.2: Direct Funding From Seven
States for Cost of Mandates

Unfunded Mandates
Reduced in Four States

Chapter
state Experiences With Mandate
Reimbursement: legislative Priority Is Key
to Results

Colorado
Flcrtda
Illi nois
tvlessachusetts
Michigan
Tennessee

`Not applicable

"Less than t percent

0

_T_
4.8(est )
--12

'The amounts listed are those appropriated directly die to the mandate reimbursement requirement
Stati-s do provide other aid, such as shared taxcs, revenue sharing, and categorical aid, that local
governments can use to help pay for the cost of state mandates These amounts are not included m the
table because there is no direct relationship between these other forms of assistance and the cost of
state mandates

''Unknown Tennessee could not provide specific data but in some instances has prodded appropria-
tions in legislation containing mandates because of the state's reimbursement requirement

In four states-Massachusetts, Michigan, California, and Tennessee-
officials believe reimbursement requirements have reduced unfunded
state mandates, although some still are being imposed on local
governments.

Mandating Slowed in

	

Massachusetts' statutory reimnarsement requirement was enacted in
Massachusetts and Michigan

	

1980 as part of a voter-initiated, tax-limitation statute known as Pro
position 2 and 1/2 (see app. IX). The Division of Ln

	

' !Mandates in the
State Auditor's Office is the key administering agency far the reimburse-
ment requirement . In the absence of reimbursement, local governments
can petition the courts to permit noncompliance with unfunded man-
dates (see app. X for details on state program administration) .

Although about $14.4 million has been provided for six mandates
through December 1986, the major result of the requirement has been
the deterrence of mandates and modification of legislation containing
mandates . Because they, not local governments, must pay the costs,
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Funding as a
percent of Totals
total state funding

govommsnts- FY 1987
10 $2,000

0
_ _0.2

14 .4
° 2.4

Dollars to millions

No . of
mandates Totals

state FY 1987 p1d~FY 1987_
California 66 $144
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Massachusetts legisl ; tors now are more reluctant to mandate new pro-
gram3 on local governments, according to the director of the Division of
Local Mandates . Local government interest group officials agreed that
fewer mandates were being passed . For example, the state had delayed
updating landfill regulations to avoid dealing with the mandate issue, an
offic-al noted.

On at least 15 occasions, Massachusetts legislators have modified state
mandates by making local compliance optional, several officials told us .
This relieves the state of the responsibility .o pay and reduces local
financial burdens. For example, the legislature allowed optional compli-
ance with the state's Omnibus Education Reform Act, which would have
mandated increased teachers' salaries and other educational program
costs. As a result, costs ranging from $400 million to $1 .3 billion for the
state and local governments were avoided.

Although Massachusetts is funding some mandates, the legislature has
not yet appropriated funds to pay for four covered mandates with an
estimated cost of $8.4 million, the director of the Division of Local Man-
dates noted. In addition, $11 .7 trillion of the $14.4 million it has pro-
vided came from local aid monies that local governments would have
received anyway.

Michigan adopted a mandate reimbursement requirement in 1978 as
part of a constitutional amendment initiated by the voters to limit local
tax increases see app. IX). Under the legislature's and court's interpre-
tation, according to state and local officials, local governments faced
with an unfunded state mandate have two avenues of recourse . They
can submit reimbursement claims for mandate-related costs to the
responsible executive agency or choose not to comply with the mandate
until state funding is provided .

The main result of Michigan's reimbursement requirement has been to
deter and modify mandates . It has reduced the number of mandates pro-
posed and passed by the legislature, according to most officials of the
state legislature and local government interest groups we interviewed.
The state has passed only two covered ma%dates since the requirement
passed, they observed . One was funded ~y the state with an appropria-
tion of about $2.4 million covering 2 " ears ; the other was not funded .
For the latter, after a county goverl,ment filed suit against the state, the
courts ruled that the county did n it have to comply until the state
funded the mandate.
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To avoid providing state funds for reimbursement, several state officials
noted, the Michigan legislature made compliance with many mandates
optional . For example, the state mandated changes in compensation for
full-time county prosecuting attorneys, which resulted in increased sala-
ries . It allowed the counties, however; to determine whether their prose-
cuting attorneys would be full- or part-time, thus giving them away to
avoid the mandate.

Michigan still imposes some costs on local governments through man-
dates not subject to reimbursement, such as those applying equally to
the public and private sectors. Furthermore, in some cases the legisla-
ture has avoided the reimbursement requirement by making the provi
sion of the service, not the mandate itself, optional, state officials said .
In reality, local governments often cannot avoid providing these services
and thus must accept the mandate as welt .

California Funds Some Mandates

	

Originally, California's mandate reimbursement requirement was
enacted in 1972 as part of a statute limiting local government property
tax assessments and school district revenues . In 1979, the mandate
requirement was included as part of a constitutional amendment impos-
ing appropriation limits on both state and local governments (see app.
IX).

Although some California mandates have been deterred or modified as a
result of the reimbursement requirement, the major result has been
mandate funding. As discussed previously, California has provided sub-
stantially more direct financial assistance for state mandates-$144
million in fiscal year 1987-than any other state (see table 3.1). State
funding is provided either (1) at the time the mandate is passed or (2)
subsequent to a complex appeals process.

In only a small number of cases does the legislation containing the man-
date also provide funding. While we cannot determine how much fund-
ing is provided in this manner, only 124 of 4,100 mandates enacted over
a 10-year period (1975-8b) also had funds provided in the legislation,
according to a state official .

Should the legislature not appropriate funding up front, local govern-
ments do not have the right of optional compliance as in Michigan and
Massachusetts. Rather, the burden of proof in California is on local gov-
ernments to show that the mandate should be reimbursed . The appeal
process is long and complex, starting with a petition to the Commission
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on State Mandates . Should the Commission certify that the mandate is
eligible for reimbursement, it would submit an appropriation request to
the legislature.

Although additional mandates are funded through this process, many
mandates are never funded, state and local officials told us . For exam-
ple, in 1978 the legislature extended unemployment benefits to public
sector employees without state funding. The state Supreme Court ruled
in 1984 that the legislation was a reimbursable state mandate retroac-
tive to i980 . Although the state legislature agreed to pay local govern-
ments for unemployment benefits starting with fiscal year 1984, no
sands had been paid as of September 1987 .

If the legislature appropriates money through either means, local gov-
ernments receive their funds by submitting reimbursement claims to the
State Controller's office in conformance with detailed cost standards
and guidelines. It can take up to a year before claims are certified for
payment-long after the original mandated expense has beer incurred,
according to an official of the State Controller's office .' (For more details
on California's administrative process, see app. X.)

Opinions Mixed on Impact in

	

In 1978, Tennessee voters approved amandate reimbursement require-
Tennessee

	

ment as part of a constitutional amendment imposing state spending lim-
its (see app . IX). Unlike Massachusetts, Michigan, and California,
Tennessee does not require specific funding for individual mandates .
Rather, funds are earmarked from general purpose funds and provided
through a formula. Specifically, the state is required to pay its fair share
of mandated costs through return of a portion of state taxes (taxes col-
lected on retailers and alcoholic beverages, and income tax on dividends
and interest) to local governments. Each year, the state earmarks the
first $1 million increase in these state taxes above the previous year's
level to be used specifically by local governments to cover state mandate
costs. Also, in some instances the legislature will appropriate money to
pay for a state mandate. (For details on program administration, see
app. X) .

Opinion in Tennessee on the effect of the reimbursement requirement
was mixed, Several respondents to our questionnaire said it had

1'o expedite tilt , process. the state lug., urtpleirwnted :+ m:utdate claims fund to pay for mandates with
statewide costs of less than $5w,wo without having to seek n separate appropriation from the legis-
lature Also, to exixslue the rvonhnr,entent prixvis the state plans to pay for another group of man-
dates through a block gi ant to heal goverruncnts
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deterred the passage of mandates or modified mandate legislation to a
great extent . Two ofl,cials we interviewed confirmed these opinions,
saying the requirement had deterred the passage of legislation . They
could not cite, however, specific examples of mandates deterred or mod-
ified . But other officials noted that the requirement had not had much
effect ; they included the Deputy Commissioner foi the Department of
Finance and Administration and two officials of local government inter-
est groups . The state was not operating any differently than before the
requirement, they said .

Monies earmarked for mandates were largely funds that local govern-
ments would receive even if there wc :e no reimbursement requirement .
Although in some instances, the legislature provided special appropria-
tions for state mandates, there appeared to be no connection between
the cost of state mandates and the amount of state-shared taxes pro-
vided . Also, to what extent the cost of mandates was paid for by the
state, either through appropriations or state-shared taxeo, i, not known.

In three of the seven states we visited-Florida, Illinois, ana uolorado-
mandate reimbursement requirements have had little impact on the pas-
sage or funding of state mandates .

No Major Impact in Florida

	

The Florida legislature passed the state's mandate reimbursement stat-
ute in 1978 (see app. IX). It applies to most legislation, but not regula-
tions or laws affecting; schools . (see app. VIII for information on state
exclusions to mandate statute.) No state agency is in charge of enforcing
the statute, no reimbursement policies or procedures have been estab-
lisheL:, and no provisions are made for a local appeals process .

Florida's reimbursement requirement has had no major impact on the
passage of mandate legislation . Because it is largely ignored in legisla-
tive debate, as to o state officials noted, unfunded mandates are being
passed . The cost, estimate requirement hasgreater influence in deterring
or modifying maudates, several state officials noted. From 27 in 1983,
the number of unfunded mandates increased to 31 in 1984 and 35 in
1985, according to Florida's Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental
Relations . The number of mandates with a high dollar impact has
increased, a Commission official said, and mandates are becoming a sig-
nificant burden on local governments . The reimbursement I :_quirement
is not enforceable because it is a statutory provision, Florida officials
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told us, and the legislature enacting it in 1978 could not bind succeeding
legislatures .

Illinois Mandate Reimbursement

	

The Illinois General Assembly enacted a mandate reimbursement
Little Used

	

requirement known as the State Mandates Act on November 15, 1979 .
1's general intent (see app. IX) was to relieve financial pressures on local
gc vernments caused by state mandates . In addition to specified areas
.excluded from the process, the General Assembly can exempt the ~tate
from the reimbursement requirement by a three-fifths majority vote .

Although the state has established processes for Liaims reimbursement
and appeals, they are little used . During the year (1981) following its
adoption, the State Mandates Ac~ resulted in a reduction of state man-
dates passed, Illinois state and local government officials agreed . But
this deterrent ci feet significantly diminished subsequently, Since that
time, the General Assembly has passed 57 unfunded mandates with a
total estimated annual cost to local governments of $148 million . Of this
total, the General Assembly has voted to exempt itself from the funding
requirement on 25 occasions, resulting in estimated annual costs to local
governments of over $107 million. Of the remaining 32 mandates, esti-
mated to cost $41 million, the General Assembly appropriated only
$200,000 for one mandate, even though all are technically covered . In
one instance, school districts sued the state, and the Illinois Appellate
Court ruled that th ;, local governments did not have to carry out the
mandate in the absent

	

fstate money. The General Assembly then
~~pproved by a three-fifths vote an amewlment to exempt this mandate
from the reimbursement law, thereby rt

	

; local governments to
implement it .

Colorado Law Untested

	

In Colorado, the reimbursement requirement appears to have had no
impact to date . The Colorado mandate provision was part of a larger tax
limitation initiative passed by the legislature in 1981 (see app. IX).
'there is no state agency in charge of the requirement ; no written proce-
dures for enforcing the prop ision, and no established appeals process
available to local governments.

i Inlike Illinois and Florida, however, Colorado's law has not been tested .
Costly mandates have not been passed in the past 5 years, according to
state officials and interest groups representing local governments in the
state . '! his, they said, was because of the depressed state fiscal condition
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and a cooperative working relationship between the state and local gov-
ernments . There was general agreement among these parties that the
mandate reimbursement provision lead no impact on state legislation .
Generally, the requirement did not influence legislators and its existence
was not widely known, r former chairman of the state's House Appro-
priation Committee noted. In fact, the executive director of the state's
association of cities responded on our questi ")nnaire that the state did
not have a mandate reimbursement requirement.

Another 18 states have considered or are considering instituting a reim-
bursement requirement (see app. I) . For example, mandate reimburse-
ment legislation has been proposed in New York and New Jersey, while
Minnesota is actively researching the concept. Some of these states Lave
decided against implementing mandate reimbursement, primarily due to
limited funds in the state budget .

In Connecticut-a state we visited that has considered and rejected the
reimbursement approach-the legislature e.itablished a commission to
formally study instituting manuat^ reimhi :rsement . The commission rec-
ommended against the concept, primarily on policy rather than fiscal
grounds. Such a requirement could unduly constrain the legislature from
passing needed legislation applying to all communities throughout the
state, two state officials noted, Also, they said, the state wanted to
retain the authority to require needed programs .

But the commission did seek t, ) reduce the burden of unfunded state
mandates through other means, according to state officials . Specifically,
it analyzed existing state mandates and successfully promoted elimina-
tion of some of those most burde..some on local governments. Its study
also increases: legislative sensitivity . Mandates that increase local costs
often are funded by increasing state aid to local governments under
existing programs or authorizing local governments to increase property
taxes . Connecticut's good fiscal condition has permitted it to provide
local governments with additional funding for mandates .

The existence of a rein bursement process alone is insufficient to reduce
unfunded mandates, as illustrated by the variable outcomes in the seven
states with mandate reimbursement we visited . Where the process suc-
cessfully deterred modified, or provided funding for mandates, state
legislators' degree of concern about imposing mandates on local govern-
ments was the key factor . The legislative response to mandated costs
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can be affected by several variables, including the legal basis of the
requirement, the fiscal condition of the state, and certain characteristics
of the process itself . But for the reimbursement process to be workable,
significant support for it must exist within the legislature .

Legal Basis a Key Factor

	

Where they have been made part of the state constitution or initiated by
the voters, reimbursement requirements have had an impact on stopping
unfunded state mandates (see app. VII for thz legal bases of state pro
grams) . In all three states where reimbursement requirements were
added by amendment to the constitution (California, Michigan, and Ten-
nessee), unfunded mandates were reduced . A constitutional amendment
can prompt the legislature to pay more attention to the requirement and
make it more difficult to circumvent, state legislative officials told us .
Incorporating areimbursement requirement into California's constitu-
tion has slowed down the number of unfunded high cost mandates
enacted by the legislature, according to both state and local officials. In
Massachusetts, where reimbursement requirements also have restrained
mandating, the requirement was statutory but was based on an initia-
tive instituted by the voters . There, the legislature felt compelled to
honor adirect expression of the electorate, state officials said .

In the three remaining states in which the mandate reimbursement
requirement had little impact, the provision was statutory and
originated with the legislature. In these states, the legislature can for-
mally override the requirement at any time with another statute or sim-
ply not adhere to the requirement. In both Florida and Illinois, the
statutory basis of the mandate requirement was cited as a major reason
for the lack of impact . In Illinois, several state legislators, concerned
with the lack of priority given by the General Assembly to the mandate
statute, are attempting to change the requirement to aconstitutional
provision .

A state's fiscal condition also can affect the state legislature's willing-
ness to fund mandates . Generally, states with more funds are more will-
ing to provide funding to local governments. In Massachusetts, its strong
fiscal condition was an important factor in the legislature's willhlgress
to fund most mandates, state and local interest groups said . In recent
years, the state has beeii running a significant budget surplus, as much
as $348 million in fiscal year 1986 . California's fiscal condition directly
affects the legislature's willingness to provide financial assistance to
local governments, according to all four state legislators we interviewed.
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Two said that state assistance for mandates had risen and declined in
relation to the state's overall fiscal position .

From a different perspective, the amount of general purpose state assis-
tance provided to local governments (such as state revenue-sharing) also
helps defray the cost of mandates . For example, in Florida and Tennes-
see general assistance helps local governments pay for the cost of state
mandates . This was the case, n Florida, both state officials and local
government interest groups agreed . Tennessee (as stated earlier) funds
mandates by earmarking a portion of shared tax revenues.

In three of the seven states, reimbursement requirements give local gov-
ernments the right to not comply with state mandates unless the state
provides funds for the cost of chose mandates. This feature places added
pressure on state legislatures to fund mandates if they wish all local
governments to comply . In effect, optional compliance gives local gov-
ernments new leverage in dealing with the legislature on mandate
legislation .

In both Massachusetts and Michigan, the right of optional compliance
affected the reduction in unfunded state mandates . When Massachusetts
dues not provide full funding for a state mandate, local governments can
petition the courts for relief from the mandate. They need not carry it
out until the courts have made a final determination. In Michigan, the
courts ruled that local governments need not carry out state mandates
unless the state funds their cost . Officials in both states cite optional
compliance as a contributing factor to the lessening of the mandate
burden .

Illinois is another state that has authorized local noncompliance when
funding is not provided for mandates subject to reimbursement. On
many occasions, however, the legislature has overridden this right by
specifically exempting mandates from the reimbursement requirement.
This essentially eliminates the local government's right of
noncompliance.

Court Decisions Affect

	

The courts can play a significant role in determining legislative author
Results of Requirements

	

ity over mandate reimbursement. State courts can expand or limit
states' rights to impose unfunded mandates on local governments. In
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four of the seven states we visited-California, Massachusetts, Michi-
gan, and Illinois-court rulings have directly affected the outcomes of
the mandate reimbursement processes.

At times, the courts have expanded the rights of local governments
under mandate reimbursement requirements . For example, courts in
Massachusetts and Michigan have ruled that local governments need not
comply with state mandates unless the state appropriates funds for
reimbursement.

However, the courts also have limited the rights of local governments to
obtain reimbursement for state mandates . For example, in 1987 the Cali-
fornia Supreme Court ruled that increases in workers' compensation
benefits are not reimbursable state mandates because they apply to the
private sector as well as to local governments. The intent of California's
constitutional provision, the court ruled, wasto require reimbursement
to local governments only for activities that are unique to government.
This decision reversed 15 years of prior state practice, as the state had
not differentiated between mandates affecting the private and public
sectors. In a Massachusetts case, the courts upheld the state's right to
use a conditional grant as an incentive or disincentive to carry out state
mandates . If local governments did not implement the mandate, the
state was permitted to hold back the grant funds, even if full state reim-
bursement for the mandate was not provided. Although legally free to
ignore the mandate, local governments doing so would not get the state
grant funds.

In some states, issues still are to be decided by the courts . As of January
1986 in California, for example, there were pending 29 court cases filed
by local governments seeking reimbursement for state mandates . In one
case concerning special education, schools are seeking to have a man-
date declared unenforceable until the legislature appropriates an esti-
mated $2 billion to carry it out. Although the courts cannot force the
legislature to appropriate funds, they can declare that local govern-
ments need not enforce the mandate.

State requirements to provide reimbursement for mandates have
reduced unfunded local mandates to some extent . But it seems unlikely,
at least for now, that a similar reimbursement requirement would be
workable at the federal level . Factors mitigating again t this include

the continued existence of large federal budget deficits,
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"

	

the absence of strong voter pressure to reduce the impact of federally
mandated actions on state and local governments, and

" the perception that the federal government needs to mandate certain
actions to ensure uniform application by the states, regardless of
reimbursement.

Fiscal condition is a key factor affecting mandate funding. During times
of large federal budget deficits, the Congress is less likely to authorize
reimbursement for expenses incurred by state and local governments to
comply with federally mandated actions. In this environment, pressures
also increase to enact mandates rrescribing national policy without fed-
eral funding.

By making local compliance %optional for certain mandated actions, as
opposed to providing funding for those mandates, some states have
sought to ease burdens on local governments. Facedwith continuing
budget deficits, federal officials coi,ld give state governments the same
option . But, if such action, while advantageous to state governments,
caused mandates to be ignored, it could be deemed unacceptable by the
Congress . The federal government uses mandates to help assure
residents of every state at least aminimum level of benefits or protec-
tion in areas ranging from public assistance to occupational safety and
health . Making compliance with federal mandates optional could erode
the capability of the federal government to accomplish these and other
important purposes .

Agency Comments and only one comment was made by those responding to this report concern-

Our Evaluation

	

ing our discussion of mandate reimbursement.

ACIR raised questions about ourposition that reimbursement require-
ments initiated through constitutional amen iment nr by voters had
more impact. Our comments were not intended to imply that arequire-
ment initiated otherwise, such as by legislation, could not have an
impact . For the states we visited, however, a distinction was apparent .
In the four states where unfunded mandates were reduced, the require-
ment was either a constitutional provision or a statute resulting from a
voter initiative . In the three states where reimbursement requirements
had little impact in deterring, modifying, or funding mandates, the
requirement was a statute that was not the result of a voter ir"tative .
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States Requiring Local Cost Estimates and
Mandate Reimbursement

State

Requires
Estimate of
local cost Mandate

burden reimbursement

'-aptetatun
considered to

reimbursement
requirement

Alabama X
Alaska X
Arizona X
Arkansas _ X
California X X
Colorado _ _ X X
Connecticut X
Delaware X
Florida X
Georgia X
Hawaii
Idaho X X
Illinois X X
Indiana X~ X
Iowa X
Kansas
Kentucky

X
X

Lcuisiana X X
Maine X
Maryland X
Massachusetts
Michigan X

X
X

Minnesota
_

X
Mississippi
Missouri X X
Montana X X
Nebraska- X X
Nevada X
New Hampshire X X
New Jersey __ X X
New Mexico X X
New York

,
X X

North Carolina X
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma

_
X
X

X
Oregon

_
X

_

Pennsylvania X X
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Appendix I
States Requiring Local Cost Estimates and
Mandate Reimbursement

State
Rhodalsland
South Coomu

South Dakota

Tens

L nan

vnnnnn
V/ngm ia

Washington
Waut V/m__ linia
Wisconsin

	

X

	

--
X

~ ~

Wyoming
Total*

	

42

	

14
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Appendix Ii

CBO Case Examples From the 99th Congress

CBO slotimsts of state and local
_Bill subject

	

_

	

Bill no.

	

_

	

_

	

costs (millions)'

	

Bill status
Safe Drinking Water

	

H R 1650

	

$3,500 (capital) and 200-300 (annual)

	

Passed
_

	

S 124
Education of the Handicapiied

	

H R. 5520

	

v

	

575 annual)

	

Passed
-	S 2294

	

530-2,700 (annual)
Water Resources Development

	

H R 6

	

524 (diinuai)

	

Passed
S 1567

Rehabilitation Act Amendments

	

H R 4021

	

500 (annual)

	

Passed

Immigration Reform

	

~HR. 3810

	

225-250 (annual)

	

Passed
S . 1200

Housing Act of 1985

	

H R 1

	

274 (total)

	

_

	

.Not passed
Ocean Dumping	__H R 1957

	

_ 30 (annual)

	

_ _

	

_
+

	

Not passed
Fair t_a~"a"StStandards Act Amendments

	

H R 3530

	

500-1,500 (annual savings)

	

Passed
S 1570

8CBO's estimates were identical for both Senate and House bills, except for Education of the Handy
capped

_ S 2515
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Appendix III

Technical Description of GAO's Survey
Questionnaire Methodology

During March and May 1987, we sent three questionnaires to all 50
states to obtain information on state programs for estimating and reim-
bursing the cost of state mandates imposed on local governments. One
questionnaire went to state officials responsible for cost estimation and
reimbursement activities, another to state legislative leaders, and a third
to interest groups representing cities, counties, and schools . This appen-
dix contains the technical description of our survey designs ; pretest pro-
cedures, sample selections, and overall response rates.

Survey Design

	

Thequestionnaire for state cost estimation and reimbursement officials
was designed to elicit the respondents' experiences and views concern-
ing state programs and procedures for estimating and reimbursing the
cost of state mandates imposed on local governments. Specifically, we
asked state officials about:

Requirements and intent of local cost estimates,
Preparation and reporting of local cost estimates,
The impact of the local cost estimate process on the level of mandate
burden imposed on local governments,
Factors affecting the use of local cost estimates,
The existence and operation of a mandate reimbursement provision,
The impact of the mandate reimbursement provision on the level of
mandate burden imposed on local governments, and
Factors affecting outcomes of the mandate reimbursement provision .

The questionnaire for state legislative leadership was sent to the major-
ity leaders in each house of each state legislature. It was designed to
obtain information about their views concerning the impact of estima-
tion and reimbursement programs on mandate legislation .

The questionnaire sent to interest groups representing cities, counties,
and schools wasdesigned to elicit the respondents' views concerning the
impact of state estimation and mandate reimbursement programs on leg-
islation affecting their respective constituencies .

Pretesting of

	

We pretested the questionnaires through in-person visits with the
respective state, legislative, and interest group officials in the states of

Questionnaire

	

Rhode Island and Maryland . With the information obtained, we refined
the questions and terminology we used in the final questionnaires .
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Survey Plan

	

To identify questionnaire respondents, we contacted several national
organizations representing state and local governments.

Response Rates

Appendix III
Technical Description ofGAO's Survey
Questionnaire Methodology

We identified state officials responsible for cost estimation and reim-
bursement activities through atelephone survey of state members of the
National Association of Legislative Fiscal Officers (NAM). Where NALFO
representatives could not identify the specific organization conducting
such activities in their state, they gave us the name of an official knowl-
edgeable about the state's activities . In 14 states, we identified two orga-
nizations with legislative responsibility for preparing local cost
estimates. We sent separate questionnaires to each of the two organiza-
tions in those states.

Through alisting obtained from the National Conference of State Legis-
latures, we identified 99' state legislative leaders reF ;senting both
chambers of each state legislature .

We identified 146 public interest groups representing cities, counties,
and schools nationwide. Specifically, we surveyed the 462 state associa-
tions of counties identified by the National Association of Counties, the
493 state municipal leagues identified by the National League of Cities,
and 60 state interest groups representing schools identified by the NALM
state members through our telephone survey or by the National Associa-
tion of School Administrators .

The number of respondents surveyed, the number of questionnaires
returned, and the response rates for each of the three sets of question-
naires are shown in table 111 . 1 .

I Nebraska has a unicameral legislature

Waska, Connecticut, Rhode Island, and Vermont have no state county associations

''Hawaii hasno state municipal league
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Table IIIA : GAO Survey Universe and
Response Rates

Appendix lII
Technical Description ofGAO's Survey
Questionnaire Methodology

We mailed questionnaires to state officials in March 1987 and to state
legislative leaders and interest groups in May 1987 . From June to Sep-
tember 1987, we sent three follow-up mailings to nonrespondents .

As we received the completed questionnaires, we reviewed the data pro-
vided for consistency and completeness before coding the responses for
keying into our database . Where data appeared inconsistent or incom-
plete, we contacted the respondent by telephone and attempted to
obtain the missing data or resolve the inconsistencies . Some respon-
dents, however, could not provide all of the data requested . We did not
verify the accuracy of the data provided .
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Respondent category
State officials

No.
surveyed

_(_universe)
64

No. of respondents
54 (49 states)

Response
rate

(percent)
84

Legislative leade r s _911, 70 (44 states) 72
County interest groups _46 41_ 89
City interest groups _49 47 96
School interest groups 50 44 88



Appendix N

Sources of Cost Information Used by State
Estimating Officials (As Reported in
GAO Survey)

Percent of state estimating officials whoused

	

urc
Source of cost

	

Always most
Information

	

of the time

	

Half the time

	

Sometimes/never
State agencies

	

71

	

13

	

16
Local governments

	

49

	

__	7

	

44
Interest groups

	

27

	

11

	

62
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Appendix 'J

Methods of Obtaining Local Government Data
(As Reported hi GAO Survey)

__ Ohio
Percent of state estimati ng officials who Lsad method
Vary great/

	

Mc.,derate

	

8w,1eflttle
Method o1' obtaining data

	

jreat extent

	

extent_

	

extent
Case by case basis

	

57

	

16

	

27
Network of local contacts

	

34

	

18
Stratified sample of local
governments

	

16

	

16

	

68
Random sample of local
governments

	

g

	

5

	

86
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AAMndix VI

Outcomes of Cost Estimation and Mandate
Reimbursement (As Reported in GAO Survey)

Percento of respondents reporting outcome
Legislative

State officials

	

leaders

	

Interest groups
Outcome

	

C/E M/R C/E M/R C/E M/R
Inform:
Great/very great

Moderate

	

31

	

38

	

29 .-

	

. 36-___ .

	

__ 19
Some/Ifttlb_ __

	

13

	

31

	

8

	

4

	

2

	

15
Deter:
Great/very great

	

20

	

40

	

36--'----5-2-- 26-4-6
Moderate

	

29 13 36 38 35 27 .
Some/little

	

51 47
__2820

- 39-27
Modify:
Great/very great

	

16

Moderate

	

38
Some/little

	

47
Fund:
Great/very great

Moderate

Some/little

'Percentages for each outcome may not total 100 percent due to rounding
C/E a cost estimation

M/R - mandate reimbursement

56

27 _3E 52 28
20

	

38

	

__2g --___3
6-

	

22
53----__`6_

	

___ 20 _.--36

	

28

56
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Appendix V?I

Characteristics of States "'Visited- by GAO That
Require Mandate Reimbursement

Covers
Legislation
Regulations

Specific legislation

'As noted in ch 3, prior to 1980, mardate reimbursement was required by statute, effective 1973, initi-
ated by the legislature

°These states do not allow spec .'1c legislative exemption, but can achieve the same result by not appro-
priating funds for mandates Because these states do not allow the option of noncompliance, local
governments must carry out mandates even in the absence of funding
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tam

State and year requirement was effect: n

Characteristics
Calif.,
19804

Colo .,
1981

Fla.,
1978

Ill .,
1981

Mass.,
1981

Mich., Tenn .,
1979 1978

Legal basis
Statute X X X X
Constituticn Xe X X

Initiated by
Legislature X X X X
Voters Xj X X
Local government X

exemption allowed_ No" No" No" Yes Yes No No
Up-front appropriations _-__
required No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Noncompliance allowed in
absent i of funding No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Formal appeals mechanism
available Yes No No Yes No Yes No



-appendix VTII

Types of Mandates Excluded From State
Reimbursement in Six States

In six of the seven states reviewed, we fount certaip types of mandates
that are formally excluded from state reimbursement. This appendix
details the general and specific types of mandates excluded from reim-
bursement by each state.

General Exclusions The following types of mandates generally are excluded from reim-
bursement by most states we reviewed :

Federal,
Court,
Voter-approved, and
Local government-requested .

Specific Exclusions In addition to the general exclusions allowed by most states, each state
has specified that certain types of mandates are not state-reimbursable .
The principal exclusions are as follows :

California . Cost-savings mandates,
Self-financing mandates,
Mandates enacted prior to January 1, 1976, and executive orders or reg-
ulations initially implementing legislation enacted prior to January 1,
1975,
Mandates defining a new crime or changing an existing definition of
crime, and
Mandates applicable to both public and private sectors (based on recent
California Supreme Court decision) .

Florida Mandates affecting schools or other special districts, and
" Mandates applicable to specific local governments.

Illinois Mandates with no net cost increases,
Cost-savings mandates,
Mandates with costs recoverable through federal, state, or external aid,

. Mandates costing less than $1,000 per local government or less than
$50,000 for all local governments,
Local government organization and structure mandates and
Due process mandates .
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Types of Manidstes Excluded FromState
Reimbursement in Six States
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Massachusetts Retirement and group insurance mandates,~
Mandates affecting county and regional jurisdictions,
Criminal laws or civil violations, and
Penalties imposed by a state agency on a municipality due to violation of
a law that resulted in hazard to the public .

Michigan Mandates applicable to a larger class of persons or corporations, such as
the private sector, and not exclusively to local governments (public
sector),
Mandates increasing salaries of circuit and probate court judges,
Mandates benefiting or protecting public employees of local govern-
ments, and
Due process mandates .

Tennessee 0 Mandates applicable to specific local governments .

Colorado . No specific exclusions listed .
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_

Specific Definitions of Mandate Reimbursement
Requirements in Seven States

Florida

Illinois

The definitions of mandate reimbursement requirements vary by state.
This appendix contains the specific definitions of mandate reimburse-
ment requirements in the seven states we reviewed .

Article XIII B, section 6, California Constitution : "Whenever the Legisla-
ture or any state agency mandates a new program or higher level of
service on any local government, the state shall provide asubvention of
funds to reimburse such local government for the costs of such program
or increased level of service, except that the Legislature may, but need
not, provide such subvention of funds for the following mandates : (a)
Legislative mandates 1 yquested by the local agency affected ; (b) Legisla-
tion defining anew ,rime or changing an existing definition of a crime;
or (c) Legislative mandates enacted prior to January 1, 1976, or execu-
tive orders or regulations initially implementing legislation enacted prior
to January l, 1976."

Colorado

	

Section 29-1-304, Session Laws of Colorado 1981 : "(1) Every action by
the general assembly which mandates a new program or the expansion
of an existing program subsequent to July 1, 1981, upon a unit of local
government shall either : (a) Provide sufficient state general fund appro
priations to meet the cost thereof; (b) Provide for a local source of reve-
nue to meet the cost thereof . . . ."

ANNOOK

Florida statute 11 .076 of 1978: "(1) Any general law, enacted by the
Legislature after July l, 1978, which requires a municipality or county
to perform an activity or to provide a service or facility, . . . . which will
require the expenditure of additional funds, . . . . must provide a means
to finance such activity, service, or facility . . . . (2) This act shall not
apply to any general law underwhich the required expenditure of addi-
tional local funds is incidental to the main purpose of the law."

Chapter 86, sections 2201-2210, Illinois Revised Statutes : . . . . . . any
State-initiated statutory or executive action that requires a local govern-
ment to establish, expand or modify its activities in such a way as to
necessitate additional expenditures from local revenues, excluding any
order issued by a court other than any order enforcing such statutory or
executive ac',ion . State mandates may be reimbursable or nonreimbtu-
sable as provided in this Act. However, where the General Assembly
enacts legislation t,c. comply with a federal mandate, the State shall be
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Massachusetts

Appendix IX
Specific Definitions of Mandate
Reimbursement Requirements (n
Seven States

exempt from the requirement of reimbursing for the cost of the man-
dated program . . . ."

Chapter 29, section 27C, Massachusetts General Laws: ". . . . (a)Any
law, rule or regulation taking effect on or after January first, nineteen
hundred andeighty-one imposing any direct service or cost obligation
upon any city or town shall be effective in any city or town only if such
law is accepted by vote or by the appropriation of money for such pur-
poses, . . . . unless the general court, at the same session in which such
law is enacted, provides, by general law and by appropriation, for the
assumption by the commonwealth of such cost, exclusive of incidental
local administration expenses and unless the general court provides by
appropriation in each successive year for such assumption, . . ."

Article IX, section 29, Michigan Constitution : "The state is hereby pro-
hibited from reducing the state financed proportion of the necessary
costs of any existing activity or service required of units of Local Gov-
ernment by state law. A new activity or service or an increase in the
level of any activity or service beyond that required by existing law
shall not be required by the legislature or any state agency of units of
Local Government, unless a state appropriation is made and disbursed
to pay the unit of Local Government for any necessary increased costs . .

Tennessee

	

Article 2, section 24, Tennessee Constitution : " . . . . No law of general
application shall impose increased expenditure requirements on cities or
counties unless the General Assembly shall provide that the state share
in the cost . . . ."
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Appendix X

A
	

inistration of Mandate
Reimbursement Programs

The administration of mandate reimbursement programs varies by sstaW.
This appendix details program administration in California, Af&.3achv,L' :
Betts, and Tennessee.

With a few exceptions, the state constitution requires the sicatd'tp:rm
burse local government for all mandated costs arising from k j T;sl~ tf

	

11 ~I , ;
regulations that provide for a new program or an increwiea
vice in an existing program. Local agencies may obtain reiTlbe rse

	

s ~I i1,~1,
for mandated costs in one of two ways :

1 . The iogislation initially imposing the mandated acti vity; nab ~gptl 1

an appropriation for reimbursement, and local agencies may fil '"ini i,rf
bursement claims with the State Controller to obtain & share p1~ ;~tl F~ e,

Ail l

funds.

2. If the legislation does not contain an appropriation, the local 4eiq
may file a "test claim" with the state's quaQudicial Corrnnmion 6n:'
State Mandates (m). Thetest claim is the first claim thitt ah'ege~bye'
existence of mandated costs eligible for reimbursement. This claim

	

ft~ ~atesa fact-finding process that culminates in a decision by esm .
holds several hearings to determine (1) the merits of the test cl~jm, "
the costs andtypes of localities eligible for reimbursement, anil (3' .
estimated amount of reimbursement. If csmdetermines that a pstatute or regulation contains areimbursable mandate, it requests
appropriation from the legislature to reimburse localities for cots
incurred since the mandate became operative . If the legislature appra"
priates finding, the Controller notifies localities of the available fgds
and gives them guidelines for preparing reimbun;einent claims .-IAcall-
ties actually do not receive reimbursement until approximately 2 yew
after the initial test claim is filed.

Whether a mandate is funded through the appropriation or test claim
processes, local agencies must annually file detailed reimbursement
claims with the Controller for each approved mandate. Reimbursements
to local agenties cover the prior year's actual costs and the estimated
costs for the current year . These payments may be for total or incremen-
tal costs depending on the guidelines certified by csm.

In 1986, two laws were enacted to reduce reimbursement delays for
mandates funded through the appropriation and test claim processes .
Under one law, reimbursement for certain ongoing mandates is provided
on ablock grant basis, with the amount of the grant equal to the average
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Adminlatratlon of liandate
Reimbursemecit Progmmr

amount o$; reiTbursement received during a 3-year base period . This
' 1 ,aMAuIA is automotirally disbursed to local agencies, who will no longer
;'have to file refmbuiseA,ent claims with the Controller . Under the second
"laWF, mand''Ates approved for funding by csm can be reimbursed from a
liewly created Mtuiilgtk :~cl itcis fund, if the mandate's first-year state-

' e lo

	

tbh''*'690000 Thtfthili,ssn, .e amoun os new revovng,
ii's'l, ~wnij) .n-) .;;~mhursements from this fund can be made,

	

491-
enefe8~Nli ,61-gone through the test claim process. How-

,W~il1,nr 'lqn, ed ; have ,to seek funding approval from the. .

	

xi .

wide oo*s
j

,
clad~is f~~
Only aft

1,1
, 141

gage ei

The, mandate reimn~ xnk:requirement was enacted by statute in
1900 through

	

Iwote 'tax~r%lief''initiative . Any law, rule, or regulation
tak

	

g

	

act off; or A ,%r 4`

	

uail; 1, 1981, is subject to the reimburse-
e

	

lukempnt . mho D} isiOn of, Local Mandates (niLt), created within
the

	

t ~i~d~t~pr's Office h 1983, is the key administering agency of
the,relmb'urserrtent requi~ anent. It has the authority to determine which
statutes 'q alify for re1xnb ~rrsMent by meeting the mandate criteria
de iled'=bu

	

' entlp'iwvisiori. DLm reviews a state program at
the

	

qt' est�of a city, town or dt4te legislator to determine within 60
day '

.W
eth~r pai`t or,all of lt4i~inated after January 1981, when the

' r0irnbU , , 1 em~nt regg4tp', e~~t bt~came effective . If so, the requirement
stipulates that ; the s'' ' I

	

~St appropriate money for the mandate at the
same session ir whic ,, the 'aw wasenacted and in each successive year.
The requirement alsodirer.

	

the state to pay cities and towns up-front
and in full for the costs associated with mandates. The local govern-
ments need notcomply with a mandate unless and until there is a state
appropriation fdf th'e'mandated provisions . They must, however, peti-
tibn t~,~ courts tq ;~ermit noncompliance .

o~M makes the final determination as to what qualifies as a mandate;
how6,v6r, the power of appropriation lies with the legislative. Thus, all
legisl~tive appropriations concerning mandates are based on Dim deter-
minatians . Dl

	

determipes reimbursable amounts through either an esti-
mation or a, claims process and alerts the state to its obligation through
mandated termination reports . The reports are sent to affected local
g0verbme ts, appropriate state agencies, and state legislators. nta~t's
mandated

	

rminations may be admitted as cost evidence in court
should a ;city or town resort to legal action to recover its costs. In adds-
ti to br.M, the state's office of Administration and Finance (A&F) has
b~% directed on three occasions to distribute reimbursable funds to
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Appendix X
Administration ofMandate
Reimbursement Programs

affected cities and towns. AF's role was written into legislative appro-
priation language for three separate mandates. Both DLM andAaFhave
required affected communities to itemize estimated and/or certify actual
costs incurred in carrying out each mandated program prior to checks
being drawn from the mandate appropriation .

Thestate constitution specifies that no laws of general application shall
impose increased expenditure requirements on local governments unless
the state shares in the costs. The state does not have a specific unit that
administers the mandate reimbursement program. Local governments
are reimbursed for state-mandated costs through either appropriations
or state-shared taxes. For reimbursements provided through appropria-
tions, the state agency that oversees the mandated activity is responsi-
ble for reimbursing local governments. Reimbursements are allocated to
local governments on a formula basis. Forreimbursements provided
through state-shared taxes, the first $1,00,000 increase over the previ-
ous year in state-shared taxes must be made available to municipalities
and counties to cover the state's share of mandated costs. However,
localities would receive these state-shared taxes regardless of anynew
mandates imposed by the state. Thus, the state does not provide new
funding for mandates when they require local governments to use state-
shared taxes as reimbursement for mandated costs. Since state-shared
taxes also are allocated on a formula basis, there is no relationship
between the cost of mandates and the amount received from shared
taxes. Local governments are not required to file reimbursement claims,
as allocations are based on formulas .
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Appendix X.!

Comments From the Congressional
Budget Office

Now on p. 12

CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE
U.S . CONGRESS
WASHINGTON . D.C. 20815

Mr. Lawrence H. Thompson
Assistant Comptroller General
Human Resources, Division
General Accounting Office
441 G Street, DJ.W .
Washington, D.C . 20548

Dear Mr. Thompson :

July 12, 1988

We have reviewed your proposed report to Senator Dureitberger on
legislative mandates, which ycu sent to us on June 9, 1988 . In general, we
believe the repott provides a good description of federal and state cost
estimation processes and of the state experience with legislative mandate
reimbursements.

We agree with the report's conclusion that state-local cost estimates
have had only a '! -Ated Impact iu-Ing the last five years. In part, this Is
because there have been relatively few legislative Initiatives that would
Impose new mandates on state and local governments . As the report notes,
for example, during the 99th Congress, CBO estimated that less than 10
percent of over 1,104 bills reported ftom committees would have a state-
local cost Impact. Incidentally, we prepare state-local cost estimates for
almost all bills reported from committee, including those that would Impose
no costs. The statement on page 16 of the draft report Implies that cost
estimates are prepared only for bills which would impose costs.

The lack of impact of state-lo,!al cost estimates also results In part from
the generally low-key presentation of state and local government concerns
during the legislative process. In our experience, when the state and local
governments and their representative organizations have been active, our
state-local cost estimates have trade an Impact . As the proposed report
notes, increased Interest In cost Impacts will come only when there Is a
strong legislative concern about mandating costs ea state and local
governments . We believe that this concern must be generated by the state
and local governments and their representative organizationF,

With regard to the suggestion that cost estimates be prepared for key
bills before committee markup and for floor amendments, we believe the
report draws the right conclusion . The effort lavolved In reviewing all bills
at an earlier stage would be substantial, and such an Increase In CBO cost
estimation efforts would not be cost-effective unless there Is a demand for
the information . At this point, the demand for state-local cost impacts Is
fairly limited, but when there are committee or subcommittee requests, CBO
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Appendix:XI
Comments From the Congressional
BudgetOffice

Mr . Lawrence H . Thompson
July 12, 1988
Page 2

does respond with cost estimates before bills are reported or at other
stages of the legislative process. Therefore, we agree with the report's
conclusion that Congressional committees should be encouraged to request
earlier state-local estimates from CBO for selected bills where there are
concerns about cost impacts.

We are less enthusiastic about the suggestion that the State and Local
Cost Estimate Act be amended to include appropriation and tax bias . While
the Act has not been Interpreted as applying to tax measures and
specifically excludes appropriation bills, we could provide Information on
state-local cost Impacts under the authority of section 202(b) of the
Congressional Budget Act If requested by a committee. A statutory change
to extend section 403 coverage to appropriation and tax bills, therefore, is
not needed to authorize CBO to prepare state and local cost estimates for
these bills, but It would be needed to require us to do so.

We are also dubious about the value of preparing state-local cost
estimates for appropriation bills. Legislati" e mandates affecting state and
local governments are rarely contained in appropriation bills . This is
because most mandates would be substantive legislation that would be
subject to points of order if Included In appropriation bills. For your
information, we routinely provide estimates of the level of new budget
authority for assistance to state and 1ocal governments provided in
appropriation bills, as required by section 308(a) of the Congressional
Budget Act, although this generates no Interest as far as we know.
Furthermure, we believe the Appropriation Committees would be concerned
about adding another special reporting requirement for appropriation bills.
There could be problems with the timeliness of CBO estimates because we
frequ3ntly have little time In which to review appropriation bill language
before bills are reported. This, in turn, could cause procedural problems
for the Appropriation Committees If Budget Act waivers were required to
begin floor debate .

With regard to tax bills, most significant changes In federal tax law--
rate increases or decreases, the addition or elimination of preferences--
affect state and loca4 revenues . Estimating these effects would be an
enormous undertaking. Moreover, providing state-local estimates for
selected measures before committee markup is probably not feasible . The
tax-writing committees mark up bills in concept only; the legislative
language is drafted subsequently . CBO staff are usually unaware of the
specific provisions of tax bills until they are drafted and reported from the
committees .
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Appendix JU
Comments From the Congreesiotml
BudgetOffice

Mr. Lawrence H. Thompson
July 12, 1988
Page 3

The Joint Tax Committee staff provides the tax-writing committees with
revenue estimates during and following the markup of tax bills. 'decause of
Its official role In the legislative and retienue estimating process, only the
Joint Committee staff could prepare state-local fiscal noses for tax
legislation in a timely manner . Since this would impose a hurden on the
Joint Committee staff, we suggest that It be given an opporbinity to review
the proposed report .

We also note that In preparing cost estimates for t".tx legislation only
revenue effects are estimated. Administrative costs and the costs of
regulations are not included . The draft report defines "mandates" as "laws
and regulations imposing requirements and related costs on subordinate
levels of government." This definition may not be applicable to tax
legislation under our current estimating practices.

We have a number of minor editorial comments on the report which we
will give directly to Mr . Gadsby . Thank you for giving us en opportunity
to review the proposed report .

cc : Mr . J. Wliliam Gadsby

James 1 . Blum
Actl!ig Director
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Appendix XII

Comments From the U.S. Advisory Conurnission
on Intergoverrurnental Relations

Dear Mr. ThanpsotI :

General Evaluation

Reocmmtrlatio BMrdjW ACIR

ADVISORY

COMMISSION ON INTERGOVEHNMENTAL RELATIONS

WASHING -ON O C 20575

July 7, 1988

Mr. LawrgrC6 H .
Assistant Comptroller General
United States General Aocountirxl Office
HLanan Resouroes Division
Washington, DC 2054

Thank you for giving the Advisory Cotmissior on Intergovernmental
Relations (ACIR) an opportunity to review the draft of your report
entitled "Lerlislative Mandates : State Experiences Can Offer Insights for
Federal Response" (HRD-88-75) . Several staff members and I have reviewed
the report .

	

Specific editorial comments and sugcjestions are included on
the enclosed copy of the report . ACIR staff narrative comnents follow
herewith .

Overall, we believe that the GAO report is carefully researched,
thorough, and enlightening .

	

For the most part, the report is wall
written and easy to read .

We are pleased that the GAO has recognizad AC IR in its
recommendation calling for a bievllal report on the total estimated costs
to state and local govern¢nents of new mandates contained in legislation
enacted by each sem .ion of the Congress . ACIR is well suited to perform
this task and has a strong interest in utc!ertaking the reporting
responsibility . Char reservation, however, is that because ACIR's
appropriations have thus far declined by 36 percent since 1985 and staffhas been reduced by 30 percent, ACIR would need additional budgetary
resources to undertake this new responsibility . The amount of resources
AC

	

would depend on how the reporting task was to be performed by

2asically, there are two ways to prepare such a report .

1 .

	

AciR could perform the task by compiling the CHO figuresroutinely eve' two years, with little or no analysis. Theutility of this approach could be questioned easily, however,and the activity would run the risk of being cancelled afterthe first severil reports.

	

This would be similar to what
happened when WIR administered OMB Ctrcvlar A-85 in the 1970s .
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Mr . Lawm ce H. 'Iharpson
July 7, 1988

Page 2

Appendix XII
Comments From the U.B. Advirory
Commission on Intergovernmental Relations

2 .

	

ACIR could perform independent analyses, examine different
estimating methods, and analyze the implementation of
legislation over time to coppers actual costs wish estimated
costs.

	

ACIR could also put the estimates into sane context
every two years in terms of what both the states and the
federal government Lre doing to institute and implement mandai:e
reimbursements.

	

This approach would allow us to evaluate the
process, slow cunilative trends, and assess the actual costs of
mandates over the long term. This would be the best way to
proceed, but this approach is well beyond ACIR's current
resource capabilities .

Comments an,_Text of the ReDOrt

1he finding that reimbursement requirements which have been made . a
pert of the state constitution or initiated by the voters have had an
impact an stopping unfunded mandates is very interesting in terms of
ABM's work cau state and federal constitutional law.

	

Zhe underlying data
support for that conclusion does not appear to be especially strong,
however.

	

Mere needs to be said about how GAO arrived at that conclusion .
The worfwg of the F-loecutive Summary also makes it unclear as to whether
omrv.titutional amendments regarding reimbursement have to be initiated by
vota.-s it order to be effective.

	

In other words, does "public
initiati .xi" modify byth referendum and amendment?

Another good point made in the report is the recommendation that the
cost-ft _lmatijo nrocess be extended to tax and appropriations bills.
Perhaps this -6+ld be highlighted mare in the report.

The discussion of the sarple states and their experience is
otherwise thorough and interesting, and the backup -aterial hi the
appendices is very helpful. 'The description of methodology is a modal of
clarity and precision.

	

It would be useful, though, to include the survey
instrument .

with regrrd to the timing of east estimates, we believe that waiting
until the lAst minute to propnre cost estimates disables the Process.
'the r,Ao cvocnmandation to inir late the cost-sstimate process earlier--
when the committees and the public interest groups identify a bill that
is likely to be seriously considored and have significant impact-is good
as far as it goes .

	

However, tt still leaves the process in the realm of
case work .

It would be preferable to evaluate mandates in a longer range way.
For ". .xarple, many of the ndndates now on the books must be reauthorized
every four or five years, or are slated for Congressional oversight on a
relatively regular basis .

	

This is somewhat like a suruswet review process.
Although there is not a formal princess of that type at present, mm-date
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Appendix XU
Conunents From the U.S. Advisory
Commission on Intergovernmental Relations

Mr, Pnwrenoe H. Ibcopson
July 7, 1988

Page 3

reviews could be scheduled far ahead in many cases; adequate data bases
could be built and maintained by ACIR in anticipation of recurring
reviews, and major alternatives could be set up in anticipation of
legislative action. 'Ibis type of preparedness would produce infornatiarn
for policym- kers based on actual experience, and would be vastly superior
in many ways to any information that an ad hoc, case-by-case approach
could produce.

Finally, because of requirements set forth in Executive Order 12612,
the timeliness and giality of cost estimates can be expected to be
considerably improved for any legislative proposals havi:-7 a federal
mandate that originate from an Adninistration .

	

'fiat order %~,, .s for the
use of federalism criteria in developing Mocutive Elrattch policies, and
requires that raqulatory and legislative proposals be aocanpanied by an
evaluation of "the extent to which the policy imposes additional costs or
burdens on the States, including the likely source of finding for the
States and the ability of the States to fulfill the purposes of the
policy" (Sec . 6(c)(3)) . Sane mention of this related provision should be
made in the GAo report .

We hope these orswxnth will be useful to you in finalizing this
excellent report .

inoerely,

John Kincaid
Executive Director
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Appendix XIII

Comments From State, County, and
City Government

State, County, and City
Government
444 N I..apllol Street, N W /Suitt, 349
Washington, D C 20001
Phone (202) 638 1445
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Lawrence H . Thompson
Assistant Comptroller General
United States General Accounting Office
Washington, D .C . 20548

Dear Mr . Thompson :

We appreciate the opportunity to
draft of GAO's study Legislative

Federal Resbongg.

July 2 :, 1988

review the
Mandates,

We are in agreement with your comment to
Senator Dursnberger that "the best approach
for reducing unfunded mandates at this time
would be to focus more attention at key
points in the congressional process on
estimated costs of such mandates on state and
local governments .' We would go even
further to set up procedures that require
Congressional committees to both
receive and consider cost estimates
throughout the legislative process .

We are in complete agreement with the finding that cost
estimates have a greater impact when they are prepared early
in the legislative process and hen they are also prepared
for important amendments to proposed legislation .

We note your recommendation for a biennial review of the
total costs imposed by federal mandates and feel that such a
review should be done annually and should cover the
baseline, as well as the incremental costs, . "f mandates .
We believe that CBO would be the best organization to
accomplish this task .

In addition, we strongly urge that the cost estimat1
requirement be extended to tax and appropriation bills
inorder to truly aocertain costs that are being passed
state and local ^overnments .

on to

We appreciate the work of CBO in cost estimation . We
believe that the process should be strengthened and that CBO
be given additional resources to insure the successful
implementation of the recommendations of this report . The
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Appendix 1CQI
Comments From State, County, and
City Government

public interest groups are willing t- , work with CBO more
closely than we have in the past to determine the most
important and costly pieces of legislation expected that
session . This would make it pcssible to obtain estimates
earlier in the proc.rss .

While the current models for state reimbursement may not be
workable at tie federal level we believe that further study
could devfalop workable federal legislation for cost
reimbursement . Regardless of the reimbursement question, we
are totally euaportive of the need for keeping and improving
the cost estimation process .

We are enclosing a list of specific suggestions that were
made last September at the time that CBO's Cost estimate
legislation was reviewed .

We found your study of state and local experien.l provided
helpful suggestions at the federal level .

cc : Big 7 Executive Directors

Sincerely_,

Alan Beals
Chairman
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Appendix XQII
Comments From State, County, and
City Government
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O The intergovernmental cost estimate should be performed
earlier in the legislative process ; currently a fiscal
note is only done for hills reported out of committee .
At that point its role can only be negative . If
available Earlier in the process, the cost information
could contribute constructively to the development
of legislation .

while many state legisi,tures require fiscal notes on
every bill introduced, this might prove burdensome for
CBO . We th«refore recommend that a fiscal note be made
available prior to subcomittee marL,,up,

O The f s al note should kje updated for subseaugnt
amendments . This is usually done at the state level,
and is really necessary if the estimate is to provide
useful information thro ,igh out the legislative process .

o The threshold should be lowered . The present $200
million is too high ; $100 million might be reasonable .

O The fiscal note re LujUment s 'jould be extended to
include AgproariaLkons . Sind revenue bills, Frequently
tax and spending hills have very important
intergovernmental jmp,, :ts .

O The estimate_ should includ the baseline plus `hs
inctement a,_ cost . This would provide a clearer picture
of the total impact on states and localities .

O The cost gstilnate requirement should be extended
to OMR .

O CBO and OMB should each prepare an annual report
detailing the intergovernmental impact of legislation
enacted during the year

O An Office of , t&t--Q and Local Finance should be
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